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Name

Address

Email Address

Karen lee

550 oyster rake
drive kiawah
101 Shoolbred Court
Kiawah Island, SC
29455

Kl6422@aol.com

Kristin
Thompson

Please provide your comments regarding the proposed Andell West Planned
Development.
Minimal development please.

kristin@rhettsbluff.com

Steven Brody

140 Blue Heron
Pond Road

brody.steven@gmail.com

Joanne
Hennessy

12 Blue Heron Pond
Road

hennj@aol.com

For such a large proposed project, I would expect a long period of study with
considerable time for public comment and discussion. It will be necessary to
consider the infrastructure, including water, schools and roads before any
permission should be granted. To vote on annexation at this point is putting
the cart before the horse. My hope is that the planning phase will take many
weeks and that the second reading and vote on annexation is delayed until
after all public comment, planning and traffic studies are completed. Don’t
rush this. I am a registered voter full time resident of Kiawah. Kristin
Thompson
Charleston County recently rejected a proposal for construction of a miniature
golf facility on a nearby 2 acre property for many reasons, not the least of
which was traffic to the already overburdened roads. The present proposal
dwarfs the miniature golf facility by many orders of magnitude. How can TOKI
possibly justify this massive proposal in light of the findings for the miniature
golf facility.
Before any decision can be made on this application the Commission must
review a completed traffic study and environmental impact study, as well as
evaluating community input. I served as Planning, Zoning, and Housing chair
of the RTM in Darien, CT, and this was REQUIRED before any new development
was approved. I see no benefit to the Town for approving the requested
rezoning, this is all to the developer's benefit. IF the commission thinks
annexation makes sense (and I am not yet convinced of that), then there
should be significant things put in writing. For example:
~all infrastructure improvements will be paid for by the developer
and specifically itemized
~ residents outside of the Kiawah main gate will NEVER be allowed
to join Governor's Club
~an environmental impact study will be submitted to the Town prior
to any plans being approved, complete with water, sewer, sanitary impact and
mitigations
~ residents outside of the main gate have no right to access the
island beyond the gate
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David Nadasi

253 Grass Garden
Lane

It is the job of the commission to protect the interests of KI property owners
and residents. I don't see how in the long run we will be able to keep out
other TOKI owners. Once they have a KI address, they will work towards island
access. We need to thing long term about this, and that can't be done in a
month. The last project I worked on in CT took two years to get through the
approval process, and it was not as big as this one. I believe we were able to
influence Charleston County zoning on the mini golf course, I think we can on
this as well. "The Devil you know" is not a convincing argument for
annexation. Residents outside the gate will have different interests and
priorities of those inside the gate. Think about the inevitable conflict in this.
Please slow this down and wait for all studies to be done and really think
through the pros and cons.
Thank you.
Hello, I have questions and concerns, and potential positive feedback for the
project as I understand it:

dnadasi@amcomny.com

1- Can someone please explain this:
The parcel is 82.14 acres of which 72.25 acres are high ground above a critical
area that is shared with the Cassique neighborhood. What is 'high ground',
what does "critical area" mean? how is it "shared" with Cassique?
2- What is the traffic impact for Betsy Kerrison, Main Road and the in/out busy
roadways of our quiet neighborhood? Given that access is already challenged,
how are we making that situation any better with this development?
3- I am in favor of more services for the Kiawah Island/Seabrook community if there is more to do here, there is less need to travel on the congested
roadways. Will there be office space? More retail shopping choices? While
we enjoy Kiawah's sleepiness, more services (like the new MUSC facility, thank
goodness) are required to support our growing community, so if this is done
right, I can see the positives could outweigh the negatives, but...I'd like to
understand the negatives first.
thank you, and I wish you clarity and wisdom to reach the right decision for
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our community. We have already rejected a 'tourist type attraction' down the
road, so I hope that you are able to keep Kiawah, Kiawah. We are not Myrtle
Beach or Hilton Head.

Lee Lindler

3231 Johnstowne
St., Johns Island, SC
29455

leelindler@gmail.com

Ann Shevlin

15 Angler Hall

ashevy3@aol.com

Paul Poduri

281 Woodcock Court

Pspoduri@gmail.com

Tom Weisser

4673 Tennis Club
Lane

Tweisser1@comcast.net

thank you,
David Nadasi
253 Grass Garden Lane
I stand in strong opposition to any zoning change in this project that will allow
for greater density than the current R-4 zoning. Please consider quality of life
of current residents in the area when making these important decisions. More
density equals more people, more cars, more noise pollution, more air
pollution, more light pollution, more strain on the natural habitat, and in
general less beauty and less peace and quiet.
Johns, Kiawah, and Seabrook Islands are slowly loosing why people want to
more here in the first place; the wonderful natural ecosystem. PLEASE DON’T
make matters worse by allowing greater density.
Thank you,
Lee Lindler, 10th Generation South Carolinian
Given all the development that has been recently approved and is in works for
building, I hope that we can take a slow approach to adding more to the mix.
These folks need to show solid progress on things like the completion of the
West beach area. Also great consideration should be taken regarding the
public beach access and additional use through this development.
Opposed to further development for a number of reasons (traffic/congestion,
and many other reasons noted by others); believe process is being rushed and
much more diligence is required before any action can be taken. Would guess
nearly all Kiawah residents would oppose this and encourage more town
forums and straw polls to assess the degree of favor / opposition.
The town is currently evaluating improvements to Beachwalker Dr. With the
proposed development will the Goodwin family work with the Town on
improvements from the Freshfields traffic circle, to front gate, to Beachwalker
park. By “Re-Imagining” this corridor, safer environmentally friendly access
could be provided to all community members and guest. Concurrently it could
provide seasonal bus service for employees and park visitors from the new
Freshfields area development. This win/win approach would be consistent
with the Goodwin Family approach with it’ many other well conceived Island
3
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Sunny Alsup

41 Burroughs Hall

sunny.alsup@gmail.com

Karen
Prusiewicz

265 Governors Drive

kmprus9@aol.com

stephen fish

205 Sandfiddler , KI

stephen.fish@UBS.com

Mark Sinsky,
AIA

13 Greensward Road

Mark@Sinsky.net

projects.
I think the connectivity of the concept plan looks reasonable. My main
concerns are the existing traffic levels on Main Road and the pressure on the
intersection at Rte 17. We can hardly get through that area as it is now.
Please tell us that Charleston County will put a moratorium on new units in
that entire area until they improve traffic conditions. Emergency evacuation
would become impossible. Also, will there be a percentage of affordable units
provided so that we can have teachers and people who work on the island
able to live in the community too?
This process seems exceedingly rushed. Please have the appropriate surveys
done so we make informed decisions—traffic, environment. We should
control this process—not the developers. This is a business deal, so no matter
how much we like the developers, we need to challenge them. The original
developers of Kiawah took years before they began building. If it’s true that
Charleston County rejected their request to change zoning, they need us now
more than ever. My own personal vote is AGAINST annexation
The housing density planned seems far too high, Infrastructure will NOT
support this project.
I know I speak only for myself, but since we haven't "given up our seat at the
table", I suggest Planning Committee only look at a plan with the following
minimum requirements (not in this order):
1. We don't have to see it., ie, the existing landscape buffer will not only
remain but be enhanced with only limited access signage allowed. (eg.:
"Haulover Village" and "Trader Joes"*). The only way we'll be aware of what's
on the other side of the buffer is if we're going there to shop or live. (County
would not require or care about this).
2. We don't get impacted by it,. ie the development needs to have its own
amenity package for its own residents, including courts, playground, fields, a
stage and pool and provide shuttles for employees to hotel, golf facilities and
to Beachwalker Park on weekends (County would not require this either).
3. We don't get impeded by it,. ie, to access Haulover and the property across
the Kiawah Island Parkway, there needs to be a smaller scaled roundabout
with only the one access ever allowed on either side for the entire Parkway.
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There should also be pedestrian connection from Haulover Village to
Freshfields. (County planning would probably approve plans without limited
access, and after the first accident, would require a stop light).
4. We don't get killed by it., ie, the bike path will go under the new access (and
across the Parkway before any future plan is considered there) by lowering the
path 3' and raising the roundabout access 5'. The tunnel could be constructed
with two 20' long x 10' wide x 8' tall precast concrete tunnels. (Nope, County
wouldn't require this either).
5. We don't get stunned by it again., ie, so the Community can better plan for
and be able to digest future development, the Developer should disclose how
he plans on developing whatever property he holds in that area, and that
property will be limited to that use, density and access in the future by him
and any future owner. This same theory should be applied to any other
developers on Kiawah, like the Kiawah Partners. (Finally, another benefit to
Considering annexation the County would NOT require).
These are just minimum requirements. I'm sure the resort's architects and
planners are capable of going well beyond these standards and coming up with
their own solutions. They always have.
Mark Sinsky, 13 Greensward

William Hill

4 Greensward Rd.,
Kiawah Island

williamhhill@gmail.com

Brad
Brad

Belt
Belt

bdbelt@palcapmgt.com
bdbelt@palcapmgt.com

* Just for example
Before hearing the presentation and explanations of the developer/applicant,
the proposal's inclusion of 450 apartments/condos would seem to raise the
most questions: can the land and environment support this number of
dwellings; will such a concentration of apartments drastically change the
character and appearance of the immediate area; how will this affect traffic,
utilities and other infrastructure; would single family dwellings and or
townhouses be more appropriate for this setting? I would hope the Town will
seek answers to these and related questions in considering the application.
I have a few procedural questions for the record.
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Have any Council members or Planning Commission members had substantive
conversation with annexation/PD applicant about the proposal either prior to
or subsequent to the filing of the annexation petition?
Has the Planning Director, any member of the Planning Commission, or
member of the Council had any substantive discussion with staff or members
of the Charleston County Zoning and Planning Department regarding the
proposed annexation and/or planned development? Has anyone
representative of TOKI sought to ascertain whether the County might
favorably consider a variance to allow a high density development adjacent to
the Town and on what timeframe?
The annexation petition indicates that the annexation request is "contingent
upon Zoning of the Property as a planned development district by the Town
Council of Kiawah Island to allow development of the Property consistent with
THE (emphasis added) PD Plan for the Property." Was the referenced PD plan
submitted in conjunction with the annexation petition? If so, was that made
publicly available at or prior to the Council meeting during which the Council
approved first reading of an ordinance approving annexation? If not, is it
accurate to say that the Council approved first reading of an ordinance
approving annexation without having the benefit of having reviewed the PD
plan in advance?
Has the applicant subsequently submitted the PD plan for review and
consideration in conjunction with the Planning Commission Planned
Development Workshop scheduled for 3p today (Sep 8)?
If so, has the Planning Director determined that it is a full and complete
application, containing all the information required in Chapter 12 with regard
to a planned development, e.g., impact on existing facilities and services, a
traffic study and a development schedule?
Has the Planning Director or Commission entered into a pre-application
conference regarding the planned development with applicant as appears to
be required by Chapter 12? If so, when did that occur? If not, has the preapplication conference been scheduled?
6
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In the view of the Council or Planning Commission, would annexation and/or
the planned development be consistent with the 2015 Comprehensive Plan, or
would it would require an amendment thereto?
The procedures outlined in Town documents with regard to Comprehensive
Plan amendments or planned developments and zoning map amendments
including the following actions, in order: pre-application meeting; formal
application submission; staff review and report completed; public notice;
planning commission review and recommendation; public hearing(s); Council
first reading; Council second reading? Is this process consistent with the
process that the Council stated would be followed at its Sep 7 meeting?
12-79 appears to provide for a "planning pause moratorium" during which a
development application may not be submitted subsequent to annexation.
How does the process outlined by the Council adhere to this requirement?
Thank you.

Scott Nelson

65 Persimmon Court

cscottnels@gmail.com

Lynn Feldman

751 glossy ibis lane

lffeden@gmail.com

Deborah

Clarke

Daclarke2003@yahoo.com

Brad Belt
151 Bobcat Ln
I urge the Planning Commission to take whatever time necessary to fully vet
this application; the magnitude of this project and its implications require that
the process not be rushed. As part of the process of evaluating the application,
the Commission should require the applicant to obtain professional analyses of
potential impacts including environmental, utility, flood risk and traffic and
pedestrian/bicycle studies before making their recommendation to Town
Council.
At this time there is no apparent urgency to make what would be an
uninformed decision. Delay any further decisions and recommendations until
all implications of annexation have been vetted appropriately
I have many concerns about the planned development of west Andel. Th traffic
and related safety is my main concern. I have been a permanent resident on
Kiawah for four years now and the traffic has become worse with accidents
happening too often on the roads from Johns Island and kiawah.
I do not want this area annexed into TOKI as I believe Charleston County will
7
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Fran Williams

4794 Tennis Club
Villas
112 Governors Drive
Kiawah Island

francesca.m.williams@gmail.com

Chris Wiles

4583 Park Lake Dr.
Kiawah Island

chwiles@gmail.com

mike
summerfield
Sheila Patch

417 amaranth rd,
kiawah island
112 Raynor Lane
Johns Island SC
29455

msummerfield@altmanins.com

Retta Koch

167 Bluebill Ct

Rstantonkoch@gmail.com

Elizabeth
Thomae

has a better knowledge and control of the serious lical traffic issues.
I do not agree with increasing the population density of this parcel of land
whether it is annexed into the Town of Kiawah or not.
What input have police and fire had in this proposal?
We could live with the commercial, but the residential proposal is outrageous.
Bringing this project into Kiawah would totally destroy our special island.
I’m shocked that The Resort would propose something like this that has the
potential to turn Kiawah into a completely different place.
It appears that the Developer approached County of Charleston regarding
rezoning and was rejected. Why did they approach them 1st, and why were
they rejected?
In a community that prides itself in being ecologically sensitive, how can a
major development begin without an exhaustive environmental impact study?
We are in the process of a traffic study, shouldn't the firm doing that study
(which is 4 months from completion) be contacted to include the potential
major traffic increases caused by this proposed development?
Isn't another option available to fight all future development?
Adamantly oppose this project

Beththomae@gmail.com

sheilawpatch@gmail.com

I think this whole proposal is a disaster! The beauty and the reason why so
many of us vacationed and eventually moved to Kiawah and Seabrook was
because it was one of the few beach areas that maintained its natural state
and had few crowds. A planned community like this with condos and
townhomes (not even houses) is going to turn Kiawah and Seabrook into
another Hilton Head, Nags Head, or Jersey shore. The line of traffic to get into
these areas will soon be all the way to Maybank. Kiawah and Seabrook are
both such special places. The peacefulness and tranquility that is found here is
hard to to find in any beach area. Don't destroy that by allowing this greedy
development to occur. This planned community is just going to bring in
tourists who don't appreciate the natural beauty of the area. It is also going to
make the one public beach that residents of John's and James Island can enjoy
that much more crowded. Our poor dolphins will never get to strand feed
with so many people gawking at them!
At this time and with the information provided, I see no advantage for a
property owner of Kiawah in annexing this property and making it part of the
town of Kiawah and I am not in favor of it going forward. Thank you.
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Kim Zorniger

44 LeMoyne

Kim.Zorniger@gmail.com

Loren Beadle

58 Blue Heron Pond
Road

loren.beadle@gmail.com

We feel that to make this decision to annex this property the town needs to do
due diligence concerning the master plan and the traffic. This is not a decision
to enter into without all the important information
1. Have you (the applicant) made any request to Charleston County over the
last 12 months regarding this land, its use, its zoning, etc.?
2. If so, what were the requests, and how were they answered?

Keith
Robelen

60 River Marsh Lane

keithrobelen@bellsouth.net

Veronica
Young

162 Marsh Island
Drive

avyoung@bellsouth.net

Laura Dilella

511 Bufflehead Dr

landjdilella@gmail.com

3. Would you (the applicant) please make available any and all documents
regarding these Charleston County requests (in the last 12 months) to the KI
Planning Commission immediately, and to anyone else interested (any KI or SI
property owners or other interested parties)?
We have been vacationing on Kiawah Island for 25 years and homeowners for
2 years. We are not in favor of the development of the adjacent property or
any other property in the vicinity for what is being described here. What
originally attracted us and what continues to attract us to Kiawah is the lack of
crowds and traffic. As it stands, Freshfields village provides all of the shopping
necessary for the homeowners of Seabrook and Kiawah, as well as local
residents. The addition of 200-500 apartments, condos or townhomes and
another larger retail development will make this area much too crowded with
increased traffic…not to mention make it feel more like Hilton Head and other
similar developments.
Please do not rush this process and allow for up zoning as a condition of this
annexation. More than doubling the residential units allowed already is much
too dense for this quiet community. It sounds too much like what Isle of Palms
and HHI are like, with accompanying traffic snares and loss of the natural
beauty surrounding Kiawah and Seabrook. Please negotiate this down on
behalf of all the people who’ve invested in the area. Too much is just too
much. Please let the traffic study and any environmental studies be
completed, and please listen to residents’ concerns. Thank you.
Totally against any more development other than a bigger Harris Teeter.
Totally against any branding of more property into the Kiawah Island
affiliation. Our property values will go down with this expansion, more traffic,
voting issues of people inside and outside the gate….all issues to be
considered. We do not need anymore residential or commercial building. Our
roads can’t handle it now. Just more accidents waiting to happen. Has anyone
9
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Jon
Baumgartrn

143 Flyway Frivr
Kiawah Island

followed up with the fact the the county has already denied this request???
1. Please take a moment to explain there is a Town Mailing List ( which I
assume will be used for Planning Committee announcements) that notifies of
meetings and developments, in addition to the Town website and comment
portal ( and how long it will be kept open) ; and that iKiawah, Kiawah Facebook
pages and other list serves are not the record of proceedings or repository of
comments made for the record.

Jonbaumgarten@icloud.com

Dr. & Mrs.
Robert
Susinno

208 Chaarles Voysey
Lane

rassrs1@icloud.com

Philip
MancusiUngaro

13 Bufflehead Dr

Pmancusi52@gmail.com

2. Please support and document the conclusion that an Approved First Reading
is a precondition to Planning Commission consideration of Andell West.
We are opposed to the development of "Andell West mixed use center" as
requested by Haulover Creek Development. John's Island does not have the
infrastructure to accommodate this type of project. The environmental impact
is much too great. We invested in the area based on the beauty of this natural
pristine land.This project will destroy the character of the islands, including
wildlife natural habitats, increase flooding and pollution. We are vehemently
opposed !!!
I heard Mark P say the buildings would be four story over the parking levels.
So this is potentially up to 5-6 stories on top of any filling needed to meet
flood zone requirements. Is this correct?
I also heard Mark mention the storm water will ultimately enter the current
drainage system for freshfields. Will there be adequate retention on property
to avoid affecting the salinity of the receiving water body, and take into
account the current increases in rainfall we see?

j daniel
kasman

75 otter island road

jdkasman@gmail.com

Lin OLeary

29 Grey Widgeon

Linnieo@me.com

Mark mentioned his prior discussions with the town on this proposal. When
did those discussions take place and who was involved?
this kind of proposed development requires extensive environmental, traffic
and quality of life issues before any consideration of any zoning change.
upzoning in this sensitive area, which is already experiencing severe growth
strains, does not appear to make much sense for the residents of the islands. I
am concerned that the town is not currently equipped to assess the impact of
the proposed upzoning, and therefore do not believe town annexation would
be the best alternative in this case, at this time.
Mark, I would like to understand why we need to add more residential to the
10
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Mark Smith

117 Surfscoter Lane
Kiawah

Markdsmith2019@gmail.com

Patrick
Sheppard

143 Hooded
Merganser, Kaiwah
Island SC

patrickjsheppard@gmail.com

David OLeary

29 Grey Widgeon
Lane

Grey29@me.com

Island without any definite road improvements ( 4 lanes combined ) from 17 to
the Island. How do you even think safety isn’t a concern. With all the
construction on the front to midpoint of main road how do you think we can
safely evacuate safely and quickly we need this information. I would like to
understand how to incorporate Freshfields to your development, Some of
these partners have been partners for us on K/S island we should not not look
to put them out of business for a fancy 21 century shopping center. You are
thinking large but thinking through the safety issues.
This development would not be in line with the properties already located on
Kiawah and Seabrook. Furthermore, the existing roadways could not
accommodate 500 homes on this parcel. This request for TOKI annexation is
not an appropriate Avenue for evaluation of this project and my vote would be
to deny this annexation and rezoning request.
This annex process is broken, maybe by design. In summary, let is stay with
Charleston County which has DENIED the plan at this time. With limited space
here I will not list every aspect but two important points. To have the Council
say "we will take the planning commissions recommendations and review"
misses a major point. That is.. this is a strategic Kiawah Island plan issue, in
addition to a planning development issue. Strategically, what do we want this
island to feel like, quality of life etc etc. IT IS NOT A 5 Story (parking and units)
city like view and land cutting. Secondly, the planning commission is not
designed to handle town wide issues; such as voters, demographics, critical
town services and amenities. PLEASE CONSIDER THE LONG TERM ISSUES.
BASED ON MY READ, THE APPLICATION IS "TRUST ME", WE HAVE GOOD
HISTORY. THAT IS NOT HOW PLANNING IS DONE IN 2021. No matter who what
where and when developments happen.
Mark Primer and the Goodwin rep have both stated they have not even
figured out the target market yet they want the Town to annex an unknown.
Why would we do that? Additionally the Goodwin rep just said he didn’t know
if new residents would have access to the island. If the Resort allows
Governors Club memberships they would have 100% access to our island. Can
you make it stipulated that would not happen?
Finally without addressing the widening of roads to Route 17 we are going to
be increasing our risks of accidents and real issues during any evacuation- why
would we want more issues?
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Patricia
Watson
Michael
Bushkoff

189 High Dunes

pjwatson@optonline.net

62 Salthouse Lane

mbushkoff@comcast.net

Terri Sewell

69 Persimmon Ct

justmom322@aol.com

Brian Winter

130 Bobcat Lane,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455
66 Fletcher Hall,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455

Bwwinter@gmail.com

Ted
Woolschlager

Karen
Prusiewicz

265 Governors Drive

I would like to understand the impact on local schools (enrollment estimates)
if the development proceeds.
I am against both the annexation and the proposed development. The
justification for additional retail and grocery store are predicated on the
additional density of residential units. If the town of Kiawah wants to grant a
zoning change to allow for commercial usage then the density of residential
should be lowered not increased. Further, I am totally against rental multi
family on Kiawah island and feel that rental housing is a use that is inconsistent
with the overall development of Kiawah.
With the addition of apartments and residents, will it be necessary to form a
Police Department to handle safety issues?

ted.r.woolschlager@bd.com

The applicant stated on numerous occasions that this is the front door of
Kiawah. And that is exactly the point, it is the front door, and we don't want it
to be a developmental monstrosity with a high density of residential and
commercial usage. Also the annexation will have a dilutive effect on current
voters on Kiawah and will our new community still treasure the beauty and
wildlife of Kiawah or vote for continued development. They are asking for 500
units, knowing they really want the 288, we should tell them no more that 2550. Kiawah must be preserved despite the 500 acres owned by Riverstone and
if I have to hear how they are stewards of Kiawah one more time it will make
me puke. They are in it for one reason and that is to make money and
monetize the Kiawah name for their development.
I fail to see any benefit to KICA from annexing Andell West, and only see future
problems for us. The developers want to use KICA for one reason only—to
change zoning so that they can build more units and commercial space. They
have failed to offer any detailed plans for the buildings and retail space, to
address the increased road and pedestrian traffic or the impact on the
environment. Charleston County has already ruled that R-4 stands for the Sea
Islands — and the developers are looking to us to get around that ruling.
Where will these 1000 new residents go to the beach or pool? As part of KICA
they will expect access to the island and the Sandcastle…maybe even expect us
to build them that facility. Everyone spoke so highly of the developer and they
in turn spoke of their commitment to the island. Let them build their project

kmprus9@aol.com
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Elizabeth
Vingi

338 Low Oak Woods
Rd

evingi@comcast.net

Wilson Amy
K.
Kara Crowell

64 Meadow Road

amykwilson@mac.com

23 Arrowhead Hall

kara@cindercreek.net

…but leave KICA out of it
I am very strongly opposed to annexation, the concerns mentioned by so so
many around this creating a hardship on the already overused and problematic
gate, roads and other assets on Kiawah are 100% valid. Any concern over the
access to Beachwalker Park will resolve itself due to the limited parking and
access. The only group to benefit from annexation would be the Goodwin
group. Please listen to your constituency!! History proves that overtaking
control to prevent this or that by developers on the island only leads to a
different set of problems, often larger than the original issue. We will all have
the right and ability to address any resining with Charleston County Council
which is tightly where this issue should remain.
The island is overcrowded, losing its charm, and infringing on wildlife. I am
against this planned development including residences.
This process appears rushed. Compared to the communication and outreach
over the proposed putt putt course and this development TOKI appears to not
really want community feedback. Transparency in the process, history, and
previous meetings that have taken place with the developer from TOKI
employees/ committee members should be shared. This has the potential to
forever change the town due to the votes of residents that would now be
living outside KICA gates. As a full time Kiawah resident this is very concerning.
What traffic and environmental impact studies have been done? The
developer should have to pay for improvements to infrastructure to ensure it
can support the additional growth.

Brendan
Swords

1511 Marsh Haven

Additionally of concern is the access to KICA and the additional burden to KICA
roads and infrastructure and amenities. The resort restaurants and amenities
can’t handle the current burden of visitors and residents so I fail to see how an
increase adds to the livability of Kiawah.
Furthermore I struggle to see the demand for multi family housing and can’t
help but wonder if this is another way to create short term and vacation rental
opportunities under the ownership of the Resort. i.e. Condos and townhomes
owned by the resort with access through the gates.
I won’t reiterate the reasons that have already been given ad nauseam, e.g.,
traffic, environment, etc. SO suffice it to say that as a property owner on
Seabrook Island, I am strongly against the proposed Andell West Planned

Bmfswords@gmail.com
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Scott Harvin

47 Eugenia

Sharvin@lowcountry.com

Dr. Paula R.
Feldman

8 Sundown Bend,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455

feldmanp@mailbox.sc.edu

Gary hediger

475 fiddlers reach
kiawah

Ghediger@hedigerconsulting.com

Ellen Mitchell

151 High Dunes Lane

Mitchell@iit.edu

H. Michael
Hickson

4338 Sea Forest Dr.

mike.hickson@verizon net

Development. It benefits only the developers who will be long gone while
residents suffer the consequences.
I understand that residents of the new development will not be members of
KICA, and thus not have access to the Island as property owners. However,
what access will short term renters have to the Island should they rent through
the resort? How many of these properties will the resort retain for rentals? To
what resort amenities will the residents have access? How will this effect the
current owners within the gate who compete in the short term rental market,
but do not rent through the resort. How will the Planning Commission address
these issues?
I am deeply concerned about wastewater runoff, which has already proven to
be an unsolved problem generated by Freshfields Village. During storm events,
polluted wastewater from Freshfields finds its way into the Kiawah River. This
new Andell West development will exacerbate the existing problem. Yet I see
nothing in the plans designed to address this important issue. The small
holding ponds shown in the plan are not sufficient to accommodate the
volume of rain generated by a major storm. How will the Kiawah River and its
plant and animal life be protected? I want to see specific plans for dealing with
these drainage issues in an environmentally responsible way.
I feel that up to 500 residential units will create an overload of traffic on the
parkway and Freshfields roads. These roads are already extremely crowded.
Also the commercial spaces in Freshfields are very crowded. This would
indicate additional commercial spaces ONLY would be appropriate.
The plan contains too many residential units that will result in a burden/
decrement of all infrastructure aspects (roads, sewerage, parks, beaches, etc),
the environment (wildlife, water, flood risk) and safety (traffic, etc, ) creating
need for even more overbuilding. No to residential zoning. No to annexation.
I am glad the process is being slowed and that more detail is being provided.
I think it is important that the following questions be answered by the Town:
1. What will be the impact of this development on traffic, including the roads
leading to Kiawah and the roads within Kiawah? The developer needs pay the
Town to hire it's own traffic expert to conduct a traffic study. Do not accept a
study by an expert hired by the developer.
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2. What will be the impact of this development on the amenities of Kiawah,
including the beach and wildlife?
3. What will be the impact of this development on flooding on Kiawah,
including stormwater and the rising sea level?
4. As a whole, rather than just looking at the convenience of having a few
more stores nearby and the added tax revenue, how will having the increased
number of dwelling units and increased non-porous surfaces on the developed
property be a benefit or a detriment to Kiawah?
5. Will the design or this development and the structures to be built add to or
subtract from the public's image and the property values of Kiawah?
6. When completed will the taxes and public utility fees paid from this
development to Kiawah and its utilities fully pay for the infrastructure and
services that will have to be provided?
The developer has no legal right to annexation; it is purely in the Town''s
discretion. The Town has the duty to it's current citizens and taxpayers to get
the answers to these questions. Doing so will involve a considerable amount
of work and time. That work should be done by the Town and experts hired by
the Town; not by the developer or its experts. But that work should be done
at the expense of the developer.
In the end, if the land is to be annexed it should be a good thing for the Town,
its citizens and taxpayers, and the developer.

Patrick
Luzadder

4314 Hope
Plantation Dr

valeriemarsh@juno.com

Michael
Heidingsfelde
r

2 Shell Creek
Landing

heidingsfelder@comcast.net

Thank you.
I am not in favor of any zoning changes which would permit a higher density of
housing. I believe it is not necessary, and would adversely effect our quality of
life in this area of the islands. Thank you.
I don't know if I am more shocked about the project or by the way the mayor
and his team is trying to push or even force this through the process. Needless
to say we are outraged about both and strictly oppose any large development
on the land parcel. The reasons are:
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Julie
Azzarello

47 Sunlet Bend

1. The impression and therefore the value and image of Kiawah as a pristine,
nature-focused community will be harmed for all times to come if this
development or even a scaled down project would be implemented. It is part
of the value of Kiawah to have a very natural vegetation and landscape when
driving up to the island. This development would ruin this.
2. The traffic impact of this large project would be catastrophic for not only
Kiawah Island, but Johns and James Islands as well. We cannot understand
why this project is pushed through without a proper analysis of its traffic
impact on an already strained road system on the islands.
3. The likelihood of all the people and families living in this new development
would become eventually or certainly access to the island is horrifying and will
in consequence reduce home values and quality of living on Kiawah Island.
We understand that the community cannot prevent the developer to build out
this parcel. But we hope that the mayor and his team will come to their senses
and dictate - which seems to be the new practice in the mayors office anyway the developer to significantly scale down this project if no other way seems
possible.
Needless to say: We are strictly against a development of Andell West ... if this
could make a difference.
Helga and Michael Heidingsfelder
I am a property owner in Kiawah Island. We purchased our property about 10
years ago. During the past 10 years we have seen many changes on the island.
Our concern at this point is that Kiawah is moving away from the quaint,
beautiful, natural island that attracted us in the first place. With the addition
of the Timber’s,The Cape and now a proposed 500 more full time residents
added to the Town of Kiawah our fear is being realized that we will soon
become just another Hilton Head. We do not see ANY benefit to add/annex
these residents or commercial property into our Town of Kiawah and from
what I understand the developer and the Mayor, who should be representing
us, has not provided me with any beneficial reasons. Therefore my husband
and I are totally against annexing this new Goodwin developement into the
Town of KiawAh. I would hope the representatives for the Town of Kiawah will
listen to what their constituents would like and represent the people not
themselves in this very important decision

Jazzmactaz@aol.com

Sincerely
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Ingrid Viventi

4340 Seaforest Dr
Kiawah Island SC

Ijv9@mindspring.com

Paul C.
Hennessy

12 Blue Heron Pond
Road; Kiawah Island,
SC; 29455

paulchennessy@gmail.com

Kimberly
Nugent

12 Oyster Shell
Kiawah Island

Kanugent@live.com

Klaus Said

170 Flyway Drive
kiawah

Klaussaid@gmail.com

robert j
brancatella

7 governors drive

novapoint816@gmail.com

Brandy
Gaiser
Bleiman

32 Berkshire Hall
Kiawah Island and
23 Airy Hall Kiawah
Island

brandy@givingtreerealty.com

Julie Azzarello
Our fragile island can not take this kind of development. The effects on the
environment, traffic and quality of life will be horrible. Please do not let this
pass.
There is NO case for annexation. And there are significant negatives for the
Kiawah Community.
An argument is made that annexation would make TOKI a key partner (?) in
the planning process. This is a false premise.
If, as they state, Riverstone and their investors share the communities
priorities, they will partner with the Town, KICA, the Conservancy, and other
reasonable stake-holders.
The negatives to Annexation are many and destructive to the interests of the
residents.
Appropriate development can and will be supported with the benefit of
appropriate a priori analysis, e.g. Traffic, etc.
I am fully agaisnt the proposed development and believe it will be a detriment
to Kiawah Island, it's owners, and wildlife. Traffic is already horrible and this
will only make it worse. Money is being put before the welfair of this beautiful
island. Please do not let this happen.
I am open to Annexation, it may well be the best outcome. However, the size
of the development has to be downsized substantially (say 250 DU plus a new
HT) and I think that can only be achieved if we negotiate NOW with the
developer and make it clear that annexation can only happen if we get
meaningful concessions. That also means pushing the time table for
annexation out - this process needs time to play out.
we are gravely concerned about the over crowding and over use of the
amenities that are used by current home owners inside the gates
we are also concerned for the environment , the traffic and the wild life.
anything outside of the gates should not be part of kiawah island. with the
acception of Cassique
I have never seen a project of this magnitude try to be rushed through the
system so quickly, and in my opinion clandestinely from Johns Island residents
and owners. Why are you in such a hurry to approve this? I watched both town
hall meetings on YouTube and feel as though the public should have been able
to ask questions as long as they liked, in-person or read from the ones that
were submitted to you before the meeting. Especially since everything is so
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vague and ambiguous. This decision has profound implications for the
preservation of Kiawah Island, and if approved will open ourselves up for more
massive development (the other 400+/- acres). I bought my 2 properties on
Kiawah Island because my family and I want to get away from the
commercialization of the cities, not to mention the traffic!

Linda
Malcolm

244 Saltgrass ct

lmmalcolm@aol.com

Rachel
Christmann

597 Oyster Rake

livingcommunications@googlemail.co
m

I am in opposition to the height of the residential and commercial buildings
being increased, to reducing the current setback requirements, to changing
the zoning to allow for more residential units, and to annexation. I hope our
Mayor and council members will think about the owners of Kiawah Island and
not just the Goodwin family and do what is right to preserve our piece of
paradise!
I am opposed to the Andell West annexation proposal and especially to the
inordinate speed with which it is being propelled by the Town. This is a very
serious, consequential matter and needs serious investigation of ALL of its
ramifications. At the very least questions need to answered about density
consequences, environmental impact, sustainability of an additional shopping
venue. Does Kiawah really want to emulate Hilton Head? Where is the yet to
be completed traffic study? What about Kiawah's marketing brand. There is
NO TIME to answer those concerns in the ridiculously short timeline. Citizens
have a right to expect due diligence from theie elcted officials.
Hello
I am very concerned about the size of this development. The Island cant
handle more people, as we see pedestrians are already getting hit- just like the
nanny and little 3 year old hit this week. I am against this development.
Concerned home owner

Erin Slater

61 Surfwatch Drive,
Kiawah Island

Rachel Christmann
I am NOT in favor of annexation. Where do we stop? Who do we want to be
as a town? It is my assumption that the one thing that we (homeowners) have
in common is that we all love Kiawah. ...And naturally, we all want to protect
the things we love and preserve them for the future to be enjoyed.

emacioce@gmail.com

The growth and development of TOKI is a real concern and presents a number
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of concerning issues, like traffic from increased density. My daughters, now 12
and 14, ride their bicycles around the island and up to Freshfields. For 10 years
now we've been riding our bicycles on Kiawah and we want to keep doing that,
safely. I think about the 12 year old girl and her brother, who were struck by a
truck last week around the Main Gate.
As a homeowner, I want to know and feel good about what the real benefit is
(to me and other homeowners) to having this parcel annexed into the Town of
Kiawah? Right now I don't see the benefit, and I don't feel good about it. I am
NOT in favor of annexation.
As a homeowner, I want to know where will development stop? There are
parcels for sale on Bohicket. Will those too be eventually incorporated into
TOKI? Where do we stop?

Melissa
Cunniffe

86 Surfscoter Lane

And finally, who does Kiawah want to be? Who do we want to be? For
example, do we want to continue being a home for nature, a nature preserve?
If yes, then we need to prioritize preserving land for nature and be cautious
about over-development. I think we need to define who we want to be and
then fight like hell to uphold our identity, because there will always be some
force trying to change that. If we want to protect the land we love, then we
(the homeowners) need to do something about it.
We cannot afford, as an environment or small island community, an
overburdening of roadways and infrastructure that wasn’t designed for this
many residents. Kiawah is a small island with limited facilities. We cannot
handle an influx of 1000 people minimum with that number probably being
larger. There are also no specifics provided for this plan, so there should be a
delay until water and environmental studies, infrastructure studies are done.
In addition, it is hard enough driving around Freshfields…I can’t imagine 500
more cars (minimum) having access. Please stop this nonsense. Property
owners should think about the qualities that make Kiawah special! It’s small
size, it’s inconvenience, it’s little perfect shopping area. This is Kiawah! We
know to go onto John’s Island proper if we want the bigger stores and bigger
shopping areas. We spend more at the stores in fresh fields because of their
charm, because a lot of them are owned by neighbors, and because they are
small and have a community feel. In addition, it is not right and makes no

mpcunniffe@aol.com
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John L.
Strauch

11 Falcon Point Road

johnstrauch@sbcglobal.net

Tom Peyton

4776 Tennis Club
Villas, Kiawah Island

thpeyton@peytonlawfirm.com

Megan Leary

4514 Park Lake
Drive, Kiawah Island
SC 29455
4514 Park Lake Drive

Mleary24@yahoo.com

Philip Leary

sense to overburden homeowner amenities like the Governors club. This
project, especially because it lacks specifics, is so wrong for the area! I have
seen nothing that talks about conservation easements, nothing that
specifically describes the housing, there are no specifics about what types of
stores are being considered… What is next? A giant Costco? I find this entire
plan and it’s handling by the board to be dangerous to the long-term health
and appeal of Kiawah Island and I find it offensive we are all being put in this
position when there should be a Delay for proper fact-finding.
I am very much opposed to the annexation proposal. The growing population
of the island itself, with the accompanying traffic load and negative impact on
what was once a fairly quiet and lovely setting, does not need an additional
cohort of new citizens living off island but with unfettered access to the island.
The idea of a large number of new off-island voters, with different interests
than our existing citizens, living in a close multi-residence setting, and
therefore easy to organize into a powerful voting segment, is an additional
negative. We are talking about two very different neighborhoods, and, for the
good of the existing island neighborhood, there should not be an attempt to
combine them. Whatever our island town might gain financially from this
annexation cannot begin to make up for the harm it would mean to what we
have.
I am opposed to the annexation into TOKI. We recently purchased our
property and understood KI to be reserved for KI owners, owner guests and
resort guests NOT off island residences. There is no valid reason for TOKI to
annex areas off the island. Control of off island development is not a sufficient
reason to dilute the island community. The county can handle development to
ensure it meets the character of the surrounding properties. A small town
council is not sufficient to handle that task. TOKI constituents should own
property on the island itself. Residents of the island itself will have interests
that will be inconsistent with off island citizens. If off island development may
negatively impact the island, TOKI can address those potential issues at the
time they arise by protecting the interests of the island residents and not
annexing off island property. Please table or deny annexation.
This is a horrible plan. There should be no more development of this type in
the area. Kiawah and the surrounding area is a natural area which should stay
that way. And the roads just don’t support this type of development.
100% against this plan.

Paleary20@yahoo.com
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Kiawah Island
4688 Tennis Club
Lane, Kiawah Island

djdelabbio@gmail.com

Phyllis and
Todd Harris

87 Wax Myrtle

pph108@aol.com

Alison Pulito

254 Governors Drive
Kiawah Island SC
Mcdonald

ciaojjam@gmail.com

Daryl
Delabbio

Jim

I’m not necessarily opposed to annexation or development of the Andell West
parcel, now or in the future. I am personally opposed to any annexation
without a crystal clear understanding or agreement on virtually all aspects of
the proposed development, including its impact, including environmental, on
all infrastructure (traffic, utilities, etc), and full opportunity for community
input. I would strongly oppose the scope and scale of development as initially
proposed by Riverstone with or without annexation. It seems as if this is
moving along at a rapid pace. Where can we find documentation on the
impact of the proposed development? Is the infrastructure adequate to
accommodate the development? Who will pay for any infrastructure
improvements necessary to adequately accommodate the development.
Thank you.
The density of the project should not be increased irrespective of whether it’s
annexed or county. The infrastructure can barely support the existing
community,
Against development and annex.

Jjmcd82@gmail.com

As it currently has been expressed ( Mayors timeline ) I’m vehemently against
this proposed annexation.
NO environmental impact study
NO traffic impact study
NO coordination with Seabrook or the County
A very weak communication approach
If the retort is that the ‘process’ dictates the steps taken … then fix the
process…it is backwards relative to what
any sensible approach might look like.
You’ve put the cart way to in front of the horse here…please step back, table
this, and listen to the voters who put you in these positions.
Please stop this annexation request.
Thanks, Jim McD
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Melissa &
Alan Burns

726 Virginia Rail

Susan S.
Cauttrell

267 Sea Marsh Drive

Deborah Kent

62 Surfwatch Drive,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455

We are strongly against this proposal because it would be too much
of a burden upon Kiawah in numerous ways already echoed by
others. We've been property owners since the late 90s and low
density development is what has always been attractive to us about
Kiawah. The proposal goes in the wrong direction.
scauttrell@gmail.com
This entire proposal reeks of collusion and expedition without any, or even less
than any, due diligence on behalf of those it affects most, the citizens of
Kiawah Island who relocated here in part to escape urban sprawl, who are very
diligent in their concern for the natural conservancy of the area and who
elected the members of the town council to represent their interests, not to
roll over and submit to the demands of the developer. It is patronizing to be
told by reps of the developer to “trust them,” that the Godwin family and
Riverfront has invested substantial $ into KI Resort to make it the 5-star
destination that it is and through annexation their commitment to the KI
community would continue that endeavor. In this day and time trust can’t be
trusted. We, the voters and citizens, deserve to know the real reason the
developers are electing to go through TOKI and not the County. The R-4 vs. R-6
is not a good enough explanation. And why does TOKI have to make any kind
of decision without benefit of any kind of impact R&D? Why do we residents
and the ones who will be most affected feel like this is already a “done deal”
and the Council is merely going through the motions of procedure to pacify
their constituents? What is so critical about 30 days or 60 days that something
of such long term magnitude can’t be approached systematically and
deliberately? That the installation of an enlarged grocery store, one
incidentally very controversially located, is driving this whole debate is pure
fabrication and if we citizens are naive and stupid enough to believe, as the
developers would have us to, then we deserve what befalls us. With the talent
and experience and knowledge inherent in our citizenry available I have
confidence our concerns will prevail and override any subversive motives of
any developer or governing body.
debbi2652@aol.com
I am vehemently opposed to this development. Kiawah is well on its way to
becoming another Hilton Head. Traffic has increased exponentially in the past
several years, often backing up at the main gate to Surfwatch Drive on one
side and the bridge on the other. There is often no place to park at Harris
Teeter at Freshfields. The peace, serenity and respect for nature that brought
our family to Kiawah over 30 years ago is fast disappearing. The "pro22
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john
constable
Joyce Lamb

73 new settlement
Johns island
304 Ocean Oaks Ct

joycelamb128@gmail.com

Doug

Pyle

dpyle@radnorcm.com

Chris Wiles

4583 Park Lake Dr

chwiles@gmail.com

Bruce
Voelker

9 Surfsong Rd

brucedvoelker@gmail.com

conservation approach" that South Street Partners likes to advertise is an utter
sham. Their greed knows no limits and they should be ashamed.
We are firmly against any increased density modifications.

j.constable@verizon.net

FO NOT allow such a large number of residential units!! The roundabout
leading onto Kiawah and Seabrook is already diffult during peak traffic, and the
new retirement community and medical facility will add to that congestion.
Betsy Kerrison Parkway, with 2 lanes to and from the islands, is heavily
trafficked already, particularly in morning and afternoon rush hours. The
project is way too large to add to Kiawah Island and will significantly change
both the character snd useability of the island.
While lacking any details, my feeling is that any involvement by the Goodwin
Family Holdings, and related affiliates, has only produced beneficial outcomes
for Kiawah; thoughtful and well executed. Certainly this deserves to reach the
next level of consideration. Thank you.
I see absolutely NO benefit to the residents of Kiawah to annex Andell West.
Our biggest problems on Kiawah are overcrowding, which leads to excessive
traffic and degradation of the natural environment. The development of Andell
West only contributes to this overcrowding, traffic, and environmental
degradation in addition to diluting the votes of Kiawah residents. The Town
should join forces with the Coastal Conservation League and fight this
development, not embrace it.
While I realize Johns Island is growing, it seems to me that i) Kiawah was
envisioned as a preserve and sanctuary, and putting 500 new dwelling units on
it continues to convert it into something more akin to Hilton Head, ii) traffic
issues are bad enough without adding more capacity for traffic (residential)
and non-residents wanting to use the retail, iii) capacity of the facilities (Harris
Teeter, the golf courses, Beachwalker Park etc.) is already stretched and this
will only make it worse.
While I realize that most (not all) things done in the Kiawah area are done
nicely and broadly fit with the master plan, it does seem that development is
extending beyond the original vision which looked to preserve and maintain a
very natural setting.
While I agree that some things being developed make sense (like the MUSC
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Medical Facility given the remoteness of the island), significant additional
residential and retail in that area will only serve to draw more people from
outside of Kiawah and Seabrook down into the area, further congesting the
area.
Linda
Cammerer

4930 Green Dolphin
Way

Lcamm525@aol.com

Reginald
Munden

502 Old Dock Rd

Reginaldfrank@msn.com

Marilyn &
David Scott

74 Otter Island

Aruba23@aol.com

The Andell West Overview and Statement of Intent says “conceived as a
mixed-use center in balance with Freshfields Village, but with a greater focus
on integrating residential uses that will expand housing choices for
PERMANENT RESIDENTS. What does apartment/condo mean? A combination
of apartment rentals for short term stays, mixed with privately owned condos?
Will the developer retain ownership of the apartments and run a rental
program? What type of lease will there be on the apartments? Will condos and
Townhomes also potentially be in a rental program? Thank you.
I am opposed to adding apartments to the region which exceeds approved
density already considered. Traffic impact also is critical because the access on
a two lane road is already horrible. This plan will negatively severely impact
the island and region.
We have been closely following the town council considerations regarding the
development project, re-zoning proposal and the Town of Kiawah annexation
proposal associated with the development project. We have loved the
“concept” of Kiawah since the 1970s when a family member was involved in
the original development of the Kiawah Island Inn. We started vacationing
here with our children in the 1980s and have owned our home on the Island
since 2015. Needless to say, we and our children and grandchildren call this
beautiful island home.
At this point, we do not have sufficient information to determine whether this
development project is a good idea or a proposal that will destroy much that
makes Kiawah special. We do, however, have questions that should generate
the sort of data we all need to properly consider the merits of the proposed
development and annexation by the Town of Kiawah.
1. Was this development proposal first presented to Charleston County? If so,
was any decision reached by the county regarding the proposed re-zoning.
What was that decision and what concerns, if any, were expressed by the
County?
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2. Will the comments posted on the online comment portal be freely shared
with all town residents?

3. Has the Town or any other public authority requested a traffic study, an
infrastructure assessment, an environmental impact assessment, and a
projected Town of Kiawah financial summary pertaining to the proposed
development project. If not, why not? If yes, when will these studies be
completed and made available to homeowners?
4. Has the Town considered holding off consideration of the project until such
studies are in hand and shared with residents of Kiawah? Would not an
extended public comment period scheduled after such studies are in hand be
useful for the Town Council in its considerations and for residents of Kiawah
interested in carefully assessing the impact of the proposed project on our
beautiful island?
5. Has the Town Council prepared a long-term strategic vision for the Town of
Kiawah which gives appropriate consideration to the brand value of Kiawah? If
not, why not? If yes, how does this proposed project match up with that
vision, including the building of~500 apartments and the addition of ~2,000
new residents to the Island following the proposed annexation? In short, how
does the Town Council see Kiawah going forward?
We believe that what we have asked for here is both modest and necessary
before the Town of Kiawah even begins to consider this proposal. Perhaps all
of this information is already in hand, in which case Council members should
quickly make their considerations an “open book” for all Kiawah Island
residents. Transparency requires nothing less. If Council members do not
believe such information should be produced and shared with Kiawah Island
residents, that raises even harder questions about whether our interests are
being well-served by existing Council members.
Unless the Kiawah Town Council proceeds in a thoughtful and transparent
manner, this increasingly looks a bit like “Alice Through the Looking
Glass”….”first the verdict, then the trial”.
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Svetoslav
Minkov

589 Oyster Rake

Svetminkov@gmail.com

Jim
Thompson

2 Terrapin Island
Lane

thomje1@gmail.com

Amy Jansen

589 Oyster Rake

Amylynnjansen@gmail.com

Sincerely,
Marilyn and David Scott
74 Otter Island
Hello, we bought our house 2 years ago. Like many others, we chose Kiawah
Island (over places such as Hilton Head or Myrtle beach) because of its wise
planning not to overbuild/extend itself. That is what makes Kiawah unique in
our opinion. Unfortunately the two years since we bought our house have
been an assault on us in that regard. The forest across from our house has
been parceled and tens of new houses are being built. The West beach is
undergoing ridiculous changes — the new development by Timbers will add
hundreds of new units, the other development that was supposed to be a
hotel is also turning into hundreds of condos, there is a seniors center planned,
and now this 500 units development. We find these developments distressing.
Whether we annex or not the development it seems that hundreds or
thousands of additional people will be seeking ocean access in Kiawah (either
at Beachwalker park or elsewhere). Possibly thousands of new people will
seek to use the Sandcastle, the bike paths on Kiawah, etc. While I do not know
all the details going into this decision, I would like to request that the people
who make these decisions keep in mind what attracts us all to Kiawah, and
conserve to the maximum extent possible that spirit. Otherwise many of us
may need to sell our properties, which may hurt both us and our neighbors
(through a reduction of the values of all properties).
Is an advantage for the developer to be incorporated in to Kiawah to allow
additional beach access and if true wouldn’t this create parking issues near the
beach in Kiawah?
We are younger property owners with children who bought our home on
Kiawah 2 years ago. I honestly would hesitate to buy now that I know more,
especially with the way (over) development has proceeded in the area. I have
cautioned all who ask that Kiawah is no longer the quiet and protected natural
retreat that it used to be when we first visited in 2006. Little by little, open and
natural areas are disappearing, large condos buildings are popping up near the
beach, and traffic is consistently awful. Freshfields shops and restaurants are
over crowded. And all this is *before* the new West Beach development and
condos next to Timbers have even begun. This additional development and
annexation is just another assault on the Kiawah character. I'm not sure what
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Delores
Campbell
Debra
Sheldon

4822 Green Dolphin
Way
504 Bufflehead

delcampbell66@gmail.com

Sherry Mayer

161 Kiawah Island
Club Drive

mayer.sherry@gmail.com

the developers and local officials are trying to achieve, but Kiawah Island and
its name are declining. With a heavy heart, we are already contemplating
selling our Kiawah home.
We bought on Kiawah because it was unique and not overdeveloped.

sheldon@gwu.edu

I oppose any changes in zoning and any changes to the gate policy for Kiawah
Island. Furthermore, rushing this annexation and change in zoning without
studies of traffic, environmental concerns, and impact on current island
residents is irresponsible and utterly baffling. Where are all these new nonresidents of Kiawah Island (who will clearly be given residency rights) park
when they come onto actual Kiawah Island to use our beaches, to fish, to ride
bikes and jog and rollerblade? How many of them will be launching boats from
Rhett’s Bluff? In whose interest is it to have higher density, more traffic, more
commercial space? Please slow this down, think about unintended
consequences, and do the right thing for Kiawah residents who actually live on
Kiawah Island. Thank you.
I VERY STRONGLY OPPOSE the Andell West development of up to 500
multifamily residential units. How can Kiawah handle additional residential
development when it is already overpopulated and overdeveloped. Roads are
congested and consistently backed up at the security gate making it difficult to
reach your home without adding time to trips on and off the Island. The
restaurants, golf courses, shooting club, beach club and pools are so
overcrowded it makes it impossible to enjoy any amenities without weeks of
advanced planning and scheduling. Holidays and PGA tournaments make it
impossible to enjoy the Island due to the crowds, and we have yet to enjoy our
home during any of these times. It is not worth the hassle.
I do not oppose the development of commercial space. Freshfields Village has
also become overcrowded with limited parking, a grocery store at full capacity
and restaurants unable to seat patrons without long wait times. The Village is
currently shared with Kiawah, Seabrook and Oak Point. In the future it will
also be shared with Kiawah River as it continues to be developed. The Timbers
development and the Cape development have and will add more residents
using the Village.
Kiawah was developed to blend in with the environment and to preserve the
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Ellen Fetridge
Lora Boniface

24 Airy Hall
41 Salt cedar lane

Ellenfet7@gmail.com
Loraboniface@me.com

Peter Luther

10 Falcon Point
Road, Kiawah Island
29455

Pluther3@yahoo.com

Jessie
Ostergard
Lawrence
Rutkowski

2635 Burden Creek
Rd
232 Sparrow Hawk

Rposalesguru@gmail.com

Lynn Glazar

1057 Shoveler Ct,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455
11 Greensward Road

lglazar46@gmail.com

Joe
Buongiorno

wildlife. How can all the new residential construction be following that plan.
Why not suspend new construction and renovate older homes as they turn
over and become available.
No annexation.
I have heard that there is a proposal to build apartment buildings on this
property along with retail. I strongly feel that adding apartments to the island
will make the island too congested and become more like Hilton Head. We
bought property at Kiawah for a getaway from the mass congestion of places
like that. We do NOT want to see any more mid- high rises built on the island
as they are not in keeping with the aesthetics and natural beauty of the island.
The island is becoming overbuilt and we don’t want to see anything but nature
when we come onto the island. It’s supposed to be a retreat and but is instead
becoming an overcrowded resort like so many other places and will lose its
uniqueness if this is allowed.
I am very much against increasing the number of housing units / density of the
new planned development. I’m not against the development as originally
planned as I assume the developer will do a nice job and it’s their right to
develop as originally planned. Almost doubling the density though is an issue
for an area that is already very much struggling with traffic issues.
No. Just no. No room for the cars on the road.

lrutkowski@msn.com

What benefits do current TOKI residents receive from annexation? Will
residents of this new development have automatic access to properties
beyond the KICA gate(s)?
I am against annexation. We don’t need to decrease density but to increase
density.

jbuongiorno@gmail.com

My wife and I moved to Kiawah 9 years ago. We live here 9 months of the year
and spend summers in Pittsburgh. We were drawn to the are after family
vacations and an attraction to the natural beauty and quiet lifestyle. We also
like the fact that Kiawah maintains standards for building, architecture,
landscaping and other aesthetics. People are proud of their homes and their
investment in the island.
We have always lived in cities as opposed to suburbs. That pride in ownership
and buy- in or investment in a community just does not occur in rentals. Our
experience with rentals whether in apartments or condos is not good. In fact
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Kimberly
Jackson

4444 Sea Forest
Drive Kiawah Island,
SC 29455
Nicholson
9652 Maricopa Trl
Kalamazoo, MI
49009 and 108
Surfscoter Ln Johns
Island, SC 29455

Hokiesss.86@gmail.com

Kristina
Harsanyi

1 Surfsong Rd

Kristinaharsanyi.rf@gmail.com

Elizabeth
Franklin
John
Campbell
Mary
Houston

239 Fish Hawk,
Kiawah Island
4822 Turtle Cove

beth-dpi@carolina.rr.com

Donna
Caroline Daly

9 Summer Islands
Lane

some lenders won’t even make mortgages in condo buildings with a high
percentage of rentals. Apartments do not increase local property values. In
fact, they bring them down.
This is a slippery slope. This is only 80 acres and 500 units. What happens
when the other 400 acres come up for development. It will not take much to
tip the balance of voters outside the front gate outnumbering those of us
behind the gate. They will inevitably have different motivations as renters than
people who have a stake.
For these reasons we are completely against this development. If we can’t stop
it, let them deal with the County. Don’t give them the Town of Kiawah name. It
still stands for something.
Annexation will destroy the brand and integrity of Kiawah Island. I am
adamantly opposed to this proposal.

3522 Shipwatch Road
caropdaly@yahoo.com

My opinion is either annex the commercial component only or annex nothing.
I am adamantly opposed to this proposed development. I treasure the natural
beauty of Kiawah and Seabrook. The proposed retail and housing
development is excessively large and will only contribute to sprawl, traffic and
pollution. I fear for the future of the islands with continued development-the
ecosystem can only tolerate so much. Please reject this size inappropriate
request. There are large projects currently underway including the MUSC
medical plaza; we don't yet know the full extent of those projects on roadway
capacity. Overcrowding and congestion will diminish the value of our property
and hasten the degradation of the natural surroundings that Kiawah is known
for. Please reject this proposal.
The infrastructure cannot support the development and growth and will cause
major traffic and safety issues. I believe some more shops, restaurants & retail
could be supported by the current community but more residential
establishments would cause major issues regarding congestion. Wildlife and
humans both would suffer.
I strongly oppose this project. The current infrastructure will not support it.

Johnccampbell42@gmail.com

I am opposed to the annexation and rezoning of this property.

maryhouston@me.com

1)From a conservation standpoint, this annexation is a detriment to Kiawah
conservancy.
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Mike
DiGiovanni
Cherie
Gallagher

51 Cotton Hall

mikedigi711@gmail.com

119 Spartina Court

Cherie3309@gmail.com

Sue Briggum

8 Turtle Beach Lane

suebriggum4@gmail.com

Marilyn
Besch
Mary
Stevenson

5 Ocean Course
Drive. Kiawsh
4572 Park Lake Dr
Kiawah

Mlbbeach@gmail.com

Valerie
Luzadder
Terry Healy

4314 Hope
Plantation Dr
152 Blue Heron
Pond Rd, Kiawah

2)Kiawah should not expand condo units because the population is already
challenged for evacuation routes.
3)The existing Freshfields plan accommodates our population our commercial
needs with green buffers and we do not need further expansion.
4) the plans are not consistent the taste of Kiawah. The plans proposed are not
architecturally attractive.
5) if the land is used for development where will parking be handled for major
events like the PGA?
6) would rather see another Cassique or Sanctuary with less rental population
and more home residential or visitor population
7) we need to preserve the quality of past planning and this annexation does
not meet that standard
I oppose this annexation vehemently.
Mary Houston
Annex the Commercial piece and leave the residential to Charleston county.
Do not destroy the integrity of our Town.
Divide the parcels and annex ONLY the smaller commercial portion for a new
grocery store.
DO NOT rezone the residential portion.
I've compiled questions and concerns raised on the iKiawah listserve and
forwarded them directly to John Taylor. This site doesn't appear to allow
attachments and the Word document is lengthy. Please contact me at
suebriggum4@gmail.com if an additional copy is needed. Thank you for your
consideration.
I oppose annexation and Re zoning. Kiawah has too much traffic. A high
density development cheapens Kiawah.
I would like to see a traffic study done - in addition to anything the developers
do and would be willing to contribute to this cost. The traffic around
Freshfields and getting onto the Kiawah / Seabrook islands concerns me
greatly and I do not think this development is a good idea for the community.
Besides what it will do to the impact of the land which is also a concern of
mine.
The proposal change will be a determent to both flora and fauna. We need to
protect our environment! Please vote NO!
We're not questioning the development since we realize it will happen sooner
or later. We're also not questioning the mixed use or the fact the developer

marystevenson@me.com

valeriemarsh@juno.com
ejtj3@msn.com
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Island

intends to build with the same foresights as the original KI planners.
(Although, changing setback limitations and building heights do, in fact, alter
the original intent of the original KI developers.)
We object to Haulover Creek Development Co's intent to make this
development part of Kiawah Island. Doing so negates Kiawah's "exclusivity"
and the reason we chose to live in a development that could not be accessed
by the general population (with the exception of Beachwalker Park). When we
purchased our property almost 22 years ago, we did so knowing it was a
private community with a set amount of lots available.
Opening up the island to hundreds (or even thousands?) more new property
owners, who actually would live on John's Island, will put an incredible strain
on all resources including Sandcastle, Gate staff and general infrastructure.
Yes, there may be increased revenue through building permits, taxes and KICA
fees but what evidence is there that there's even a need for that?

Galina
Ruzhansky

4410 Sea Forest
Drive

Gruzhansky@yahoo.com

Gwyn
Williams

131 Halona Lane,
Kiawah Island, SC

gwyn.williams@lw.com

It is understood selling parcels under the Kiawah name, with unlimited access
to the island, would help the HCD's efforts to sell units more easily and at a
greater profit. However, for those of us who paid a premium to live on the
island, it is incredibly frustrating to see a wonton disregard for what we hold
dear. We hear all the time, whether it's real estate ads, KI Conservancy
newsletters, Town Notes etc, how special Kiawah is. It won't remain special if
any area of neighboring island land is annexed and declared to be "Kiawah".
Keep Andel West part of Johns Island.
We do not support the annex of the development. This will not only bring
more traffic to the island, but devalue the current exclusive community as we
built apartments on the property. Commercialization of the area make it less
attractive. We pay exorbitant property taxes to be away from everything, and
this defeats the purpose. Furthermore, overdevelopment will lead to
disruption of wild life and contribute to climate change. Starting a project like
this is plain irresponsible.
I have reviewed the available materials regarding the proposed development
and watched the online town council meeting. I am writing now to express my
opposition to the Town of Kiawah annexing the land for the Andell West
development, for a number of reasons.
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First, this proposal seems to have been both rushed through and not clearly
transparent to the public. The developer has been unable or unwilling to
provide much information about the intended uses of the development, nor
have there been any traffic or environmental studies. While I appreciate that
at least some of that kind of work is often done after a project obtains at least
some preliminary approvals, here I fail to see how the Town of Kiawah can
make an informed decision on annexation without any better understanding of
the scope and uses of the development.
Second, the residential density of the proposed project is clearly inappropriate
for the site. I can only presume that the developer would prefer to try to push
its proposal through TOKI rather than the County because it is forum-shopping
and thinks it will fare better with TOKI. But the proposed development would
affect much more than just the Town of Kiawah -- with other development
happening on John's Island and the traffic problems that already exist (and
including the proposed extension of 526 and changes to the Savannah
Hwy/Main Road area), it would be more appropriate for a governmental body
with a broader scope to consider the impact of the proposed development.
The County is clearly better positioned to do that than is the Town of Kiawah.
The developer's inability to articulate any meaningful benefit that annexation
would bring for Kiawah residents is telling. The Town of Kiawah (as a
governmental entity) owes its loyalty to the current homeowners and
residents of Kiawah. Thus far, TOKI has not shown itself in good light -sending the first information about this project on the Friday afternoon of a
holiday weekend, and then scheduling the first public meeting to take place on
the very next business day, which also happened to be one of the Jewish High
Holidays. Accurate or not, these moves -- together with the tenor of that
meeting -- conveyed a strong sense that the TOKI and the developer are
already in bed together, and are simply jumping through necessary hoops to
reach a pre-ordained outcome, no matter what the public reaction.
I would ask that the Town of Kiawah put the brakes on the annexation process
to allow all more time to understand the project and the ramifications of
annexation. And if the process cannot, for some reason, be slowed down,
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then the annexation request should simply be denied. Leave the consideration
of this project to the County, which is far better positioned to evaluate it.
Ultimately, no matter which governmental body has authority over the
project, I hope that the zoning requirements will not be relaxed to permit the
proposed dense development, nor should any development occur at all
without amply proof that it will not adversely affect the Sea Islands'
environment.
Sincerely,

Susan Russo

705 Glossy Ibis Lane,
Kiawah Island

srussolaw@gmail.com

Brenda
Lundsyrom

235 Sparrow Hawk
Rd. Kiawah Island SC
29455

brenk24@sbcglobal.net

Jacqueline
Byer

62 New Settlement
Rd

byer_j@bellsouth.net

Gwyn Williams, 131 Halona Lane
I am strongly opposed to the annexation and the development application.
Traffic and congestion are already an issue in the area and the addition of 500
residential units and commercial space on this land will make the situation
unbearable. If this land is annexed what will Kiawah gain? Will we have to pay
for schooling for all children in the development? Will the new residents have
access through the gate and be entitled to the use of all amenities on the
Island? This density of development would be totally out of character with
Kiawah Island. I say let them go to the County for their approval and the Town
and residents of Kiawah can follow the development application at the County
level and let the County know of our concerns with any application.
Traffic studies, safety concerns, wildlife, density and other issues need to be
fully vetted before any decisions are made. Once Kiawah is changed for the
worse there is no going back. Don't jeopardize what you market everyday
what Kiawah is and why people buy here. If we wanted Hilton Head that is
where we would be.
I am opposed to the annexation of Andell West by the Town of Kiawah.
The entire process has not been transparent to the public nor has the intent of
the developer.
The town of Kiawah Island and the Planning Commission has shown bias in
presenting this and it is not in the best interest of the community of Kiawah
Island, Seabrook Island, and Johns Island. Contacts with Charleston County by
the developers, either on or off the record, has not been rightfully
forthcoming.
This proposal is setting precedent to future development of this area in a
negative concept. Preserving Kiawah Island should be of utmost priority, not
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preserving the Goodwin family holdings!
Further, the Town of Kiawah Island should be
informing ALL residents of Kiawah Island, Seabrook Island, and Johns Island of
this
proposal in a timely manner (not as was done
on Friday afternoon, September 3, for a meeting
held on September 7). Most questionable!
This project must be put on hold until further
input and discussion are allowed and presented
to all. It is apparent the Town of Kiawah Island and The Planning Commission
do not have the expertise in these areas of development to arrive at a decision
at this time. They should be seeking out qualified experts in those fields.
There is no going back on annexation!
PRESERVE KIAWAH!
Stephen
Payne

181 Bull Thistle Lane

Steve1027@mac.com

I oppose this development. I have several issues (a) with the additional
development already underway between the Island and Savannah Highway the congestion is already bad at peak hours and will be dangerous in times of
evacuation (b) the attraction of Kiawah is that is is very different to over
crowded and commercial Hilton Head and other places (c) it will have a
negative impact of the crowding of the island and the resort golf courses etc.
Protect the beauty and uniqueness of Kiawah / there is no upside to this
development!

Jane Payne

Kathy Meier

181 Bull Thistle Lane

482 Fiddlers Reach

jane720@mac.com

What is the upside of this development to the residents of Kiawah Island - I
can’t see any from the plans. The crowding / congestion on the roads to get to
Kiawah and on Kiawah if they have access to the island and it’s facilities which it will due to the alliance with the resort.
Kiawah will lose its beauty and attraction - this will take a beauty and unique
part of the world and dilute and tarnish its brand. The quality of living will go
down.
The loosely-proposed Andell West project has complex and far-reaching
effects on Kiawah and the surrounding areas. These include, but are not
limited to, population density, traffic flow (or lack thereof), environmental

kathymeier4@gmail.com
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Carol
Johnson

86 Jacstay Court
Kiawah Island

cjohnson@cobrin.com

Darrell
Johnson

86 Jackstay, Kiawah
Island

djohnson@frandata.com

Julie
Provenson

461 Vetch Court

jprovenson@gmail.com

Kathleen
Ederle

35 Marsh Edge

kathleen@perfection-plus.com

Wylie Small

169 Marsh Hawk,
Kiawah

wjsmall61@gmail.com

concerns, and a relaxation of guidelines for future development proposals. I
have been trying to grasp the extent of these effects in a very short period of
time and realize there are too many missing pieces to this puzzle to go forward
at this time. I am requesting a pause on an annexation decision until further
studies have been completed and shared with the community.
The number of units or density of this proposed development is too large to be
supported by Seabrook and Kiawah Island without dramatically changing the
current environment. Allowing access to Kiawah and it's amenities should not
be considered. Flooding problems, more traffic, destroying habitats will be
consequences.
Not in favor for the many reasons articulated throughout the community. It
not only will change the complexion of Kiawah, but it would also set a
dangerous precedent for future development.
My comment is simply: NO!!!!!!! You are ruining a beautiful place with this
continual development. My concerns are about the environment, the added
traffic, and the density proposed. Single family would be acceptable but not
the density proposed. No. No. No. Why can’t green space be simply green
space? I didn’t buy property here to have everyone and their brother allowed
on Kiawah. What has happened to your “brand”? You’re losing something
special here with this continued development. No. No. No.
I suggest a referendum. How can it be that a small group of people decide on
such a huge change to Kiawah? We need a voice here as property owners, and
I feel we have none. This little note to you will do nothing. Our voices are not
being heard. We don’t want this annexation with more density. Have you all
lost your minds? No. No. No.
Though the area will be developed at some point, I think Kiawah should refer
this back to Charleston County or allow a public vote for or against annexation!
Never should a board make a decision as pivotal as this one for the entire
community and the environment.
I feel this is being rushed through without proper vetting. No environmental
studies, traffic studies, or feedback from the community have been taken into
consideration. The developers have been vague about their reasons for
annexation. I am mostly concerned with protecting the natural beauty and
animals of Kiawah and keeping its inherent charm and appeal. Too much
development concerns me - this is specifically why we moved to KI from Hilton
Head.
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Surowiec

3 Ocean Green Dr

surofamily@bellsouth.net

Diane
Angelini
KEVIN
QUINN, MD

31 Burroughs Hall

angelinidiane@yahoo.com

147 Bobcat Lane

kevlquin@mac.com

Joyce Currie

4 Greensward

Curriej999@gmail.com

Mary Lou
Relle

4918 Green Dolphin
Way

MLRelle@aol.com

Dennis McGill
MD

419 Snowy Egret
Lane

dlmcgill4@me.com

Jill Moriarty

345 surfsong

jillmoriarty@gmail.com

Too much construction - leads to , more traffic , more accidents , more people
, less wildlife , more noise ….need for wider roads + more employees… on little
10 mile island
No to annexation
I oppose the Andell West Proposal to rezone the parcels under consideration
for high density residential and commercial use. This area is in an ecologically
sensitive area abutting the Kiawah River Tidelands, and other potential for
significant negative impact upon the area is high. Additionally, the proposed
development would profoundly and negatively impact the natural rural
character of the area and present an ugly ’face’ to the natural beauty of the
area.
I am very much against this annexation since to changes the voting
constituency of Kiawah. I don’t think this hound ever be done without a
referendum.
I am opposed to the development of Andell West due to the harm it will pose
to the environment. Additionally traffic patterns will overwhelm Bohicket Road
and I am against the annexation to Kiawah Island because of the additional
burden it will add to the island as it is NOT part of the island. The development
is of Andell West has the potential to bring Johns Island closer to being a
“Hilton Head” type of lifestyle and it it is not in the best interest of Kiawah.
I am strongly apposed to Annexation. There is no need for Kiawah Island to
annex surrounding land on Johns Island. This will change the whole idea and
appeal of Kiawah "island". Whats next.. annexing Kiawah River estates and
other parcels of Johns Island?? I also strongly oppose the development of
Andell West as presented. The density and traffic at this end of Johns Island is
already a nightmare most days. Approving High density housing will only
exacerbate this issue. I can see some limited expansion of the retail space of
Freshfields Village, but 500 housing units do not fit and will make it a traffic
nightmare.
Ive been a property owner for 20 years. My hope is to retire in the next few
years. My children grew up summers living in Kiawah. It has always been a
special place. Im opposed to the annexation of the property at andell west and
the town of kiawah. We are already crowded based on the developments of
the Kiawah partners. This development could also cause major environmental
issues. Im not opposed to some retail development.. if it is done well in
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Thomas
Hutchinson

461 Vetch Court

gene.hutch@gmail.com

Jeff Collins

290 Marsh Cove
Road
7 governors drive

jcollins97@yahoo.com
Novapoint816@gmail.com

719 Glossy Ibis Lane
19 Ocean Course Dr

Jmearns@who.net
carolinared1@gmail.com

38 Burroughs Hall

ssdb183@sbcglobal.net

Robert j
Brancatella
Jeri Mearns
Joan Sussman

David
Barrington
and Suzanne
Sullivan

keeping with Freshfields and environmental concerns. I worry about traffic and
safety around the island entrance and roundabout. We allready will have
issues with the Cape and Timbers. Recently a small child and nanny were
almost killed due to traffic congestion at the gate which has not been resolved
by the Town of kiawah. How will they manage another development if they
cant take care of their own concerns?
I don't want this to happen at all. No annexation. No more people. No more
environmental damage. No more saturating Kiawah Property owner's voting
with those outside the gate. The density they are proposing is out of the
question. No one I have spoken to about this want the annexation to the Town
to happen. Please deny their request.
I am opposed to the annexation of Andell West by TOKI. Any decision
regarding annexation should be a result of a vote of KI all residents.
Adding 500 residence will overcrowd the islands amenities
Also the environmental destruction
I am NOT in favor of the proposed annexation.
This proposal must be researched before a decision can be made. The
residents should vote as well. We believe that the infrastructure of Kiawah
and John's Island are not equipped to handle the increased housing density. It
also will alter the property values, change the Kiawah Island feeling of a small
island. We are against the annexation and change of zoning. No negotiating!
Joan and Jerry Sussman
Dear all, while it seems unlikely development on the parcel in question can be
stopped, the annexation and potential approval of rezoning as requested
would significantly change the character of Kiawah Island. We, and I am
certain many other owners, happily decided that KI was the perfect location
for our family to vacation and ultimately become our primary residence once
retired. Should the proposal be approved, and construction move forward as
proposed, we will be rethinking our decision. Bottom line, we choose and love
KI, not Hilton Head.
We appreciate your service to the community and certainly hope you will keep
the existing homeowners best interests in mind when making your decision on
the developers request,
Sincerely,
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William Hill

4 Greensward,
Kiawah Island

williamhhill@gmail.com

Tim Hill

15 Surfsong Road

Hillpartners@msn.com

Jennifer
Tesoro

303 Marsh Cove Rd.
Kiawah Island, SC
29455
143 Augusta
National Ct Kiawah
Island SC 29455
5511 Cypress
Cottage Lane
120 Spartina,
Kiawah Island SC
29455

jmtesoro@me.com

Eileen Canali

Karen
Mansfield
Audrey
Ostroff

Carol Regan

405 Snowy Egret Ln

Suzanne Sullivan and David Barrington
I am very much opposed to this current development in its present form,
judging by the information that has been made available to date online and in
public meetings. I believe a relatively high density apartment condo complex
of this size right next to wetlands is grossly and obtrusively out of character
with development of the rest of the area. Modest commercial development
and single family homes would be much more in character with the
surroundings and should still provide a substantial return on investment for
the owners. As presently proposed, the development would likely significantly
degrade the conditions for which many residents and property owners bought
on Kiawah.
I attended both the Town Council and Planning Committee Workshop. While
we are not opposed to thoughtful development of Andell West, the plan for
true rental apartments is a non-starter. No way should TOKI annex property
that at any time includes rental apartments. If Riverstone and the KI Resort
needs employee housing closer to our island - there are multiple large parcels
for sale on Betsy Kerrison, River Road and Main Road. While we personally
would love a larger full service grocery store and other retail services, having
rental apartments isn’t in keeping with the brand or flavor of KIAWAH.
Opposed to the Andell West development.

eileencanali@yahoo.com

My husband and I are against Annexing the Andell West Development.

klm25@comcast.net

Much too high intensity, need to do surveys first on traffic, nature, etc. prior to
considering the project
I don't think that a small handful of people should get to decide on such a
huge potential change for Kiawah. There should be a vote by all property
owners to determine if the town will annex the current off-island property in
question. My opinion is that we should not annex the property and let the
developers work with Charleston County. I believe the zoning should not be
changed because of overcrowding.
I am against the proposed time line of this request.
I am against annexation of this property into the Town of Kiawah

roncc1701@aol.com

chregan@bellsouth.net
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I am against the requested rezoning/intended use of this property
Our roads (all roads) are woefully inadequate to support this kind of
development - Bohicket/Main corridor is dangerous daily and impassable
during emergencies.
Please us our/your power to deny.
Paul C.
Hennessy

12 Blue Heron Pond
Road, Kiawah Island,
SC; 29455

paulchennessy@gmail.com
The issue of Annexation is vital to the interests of the residents of Kiawah. We
appreciate the ability to respond to the Town Council in this portal. I would
also like to suggest - given the gravity of the development being discussed that the Town undertake to hear from all the residents in the form of a
thoughtful and objective survey. The Town should also make available to the
community anonymized responses to this portal.
I have heard no persuasive arguments for annexation. What I have heard is
the idea that the developer has a good reputation and a relationship with
Kiawah broadly. The implication of which is that Kiawah via TOKI is going to get
a 'better' deal. (Presumably as compared to the relief the developer is or could
be seeking - from the County.) This is nonsense.
The fundamental issue here is density and infrastructure, e.g. roads. By virtue
of its geographic footprint there are natural limitations that cannot be
overcome to vehicular ingress and egress. (This is also true as it relates to
access roads leading to Kiawah.)
The responsible and 'relationship' process would be to organize a group of KI
stake-holders (including TOKI) to discuss with the developer a plan that is
sensible. And consistent with current and expected realities associated with all
existing and planned development or limitations on the island.
This is the real issue. The issue of annexation is a Trojan Horse. Please don't
fall for this trap.
If - and this is not a certainty - such a collaboration were not successful, the
developer can undertake plans that are consistent with existing entitlements.
Or they are free too seek 'relief' from the County. Then the residents and the
Town will have a well formed view of what development the island can sustain
and what the sensible constraints are - and present this view to the relevant
County authorities.
There seems to be a consensus that the community needs a larger Harris
Teeter. Fine. Does that necessarily imply that the developer need relief from
existing zoning to build multi-family housing? No.
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As an important aside, it appears to me that by doubling (?) the Freshfields'
footprint, the developer seeks to create a retail shopping/dining/drinking
'destination' on Kiawah. This is simply inappropriate.
I urge the members of the Council to drop the annexation issue. And exert
some leadership in developing a sensible and comprehensive plan to future
development with and behalf of all stakeholders.
Thank you.
Priscilla Adler

145 Broomsedge
Lane, Kiawah

Pris8613@aol.com

Peter
Schneider

238 Beauty Berry
Court

tarheel1981@aol.com

Our roadways cannot handle the increased traffic. I see a safety as well as
security issue, with this large increase in our population. This is being
crammed down our throats, which makes me suspicious. I would vote "NO". I
think we should let CC handle this. They will not grant the request for
rezoning, and is the lesser of two evils.
I served as a Member of the Dekalb County Planning Commission (Atlanta,
Georgia) for a number years and reviewed hundreds of rezoning and variance
applications. My analysis is as follows:
1. This is not really an annexation petition. It is a rezoning request
masquerading as an annexation request. The focus is land use, not
governance.
2. The Goodwin Family is forum shopping. It believes the TOKI will give it what
the County of Charleston will not. The TOKI should table annexation until after
the County of Charleston rules on the rezoning request.
3. The process is being rushed and the citizens of our community are feeling
pressured. There is zero reason this parcel, which has sat undeveloped for an
eternity, suddenly needs to be fast tracked. No work has been done, to my
knowledge, that gives the TOKI a good faith basis to believe the property
should be annexed. Simply desiring to be the public body overseeing the
development is an insufficient basis. There must be a showing that annexation
is in the best interest of the existing residents. Nowhere is that case made in
the petition. The County of Charleston is fully capable of handling the
development. The TOKI can be fully involved as an interested party. The zoning
issues will be addressed in a relatively short time frame but annexation is
forever and irresponsible.
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4. The proposed development clearly is housing for the Goodwin Family’s
resort labor base. It will be the first time residential dwellings are being
introduced into Kiawah Island outside the first gate. 90% of the proposal is
apartments. Putting apartments between Freshfields and the first gate and
next to Cassique violates the trust of island residents.
5. The density of the housing proposal is extreme. Not only is the Goodwin
Family attempting to change the zoning category to more density — which the
County of Charleston apparently has refused to do in its recent review of
regulations — but it is taking that multi-family category and exponentially
increasing the density of it. The idea that a 4-story apartment building will be
constructed next to Cassique is unfair to our community, which heavily favors
single family development within the Town boundaries. There are many
parcels available further away, including along Bohicket Road, to build
apartments intended to support the resort’s workforce. The proposal raises
the maximum height of buildings and increases the number of units per
building. There is no provision for buffers (Cassique needs them) or green
space.
What is the argument in favor? Island residents do not benefit from having
lower price point housing on the island side of Freshfields so that Sanctuary
and other resort facilities can house workers on site.
6. Sadly, the Goodwin Family has not engaged directly with the community.
The TOKI should pause the annexation application and give our residents an
opportunity to explore directly whether an agreement can be reached with the
Goodwin Family.
7. A precedent is being set here and will change the course of development on
the island for the future. This needs to be voted on by island residents.
Respectfully, the few hundred votes it took to become a member of the town
council is not a mandate to transform Kiawah Island into an overdeveloped
beachside metropolis like Hilton Head. A referendum should be called and the
TOKI should let the residents decide the annexation issue. If an annexation
occurs and the zoning changes happen that will apply to hundreds of similar
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acres in the vicinity.
BOTTOM LINE — SLOW DOWN!!! Pause annexation. Let the community
engage directly with the developer. Do the analysis and studies that a
precedent setting action like this one deserves. Hold a referendum. Do not
substitute a few voices of elected officials for thousands of residents — no one
elected the town council to do something this transformative.
Thank you for considering my opinions.
Peter Schneider
James
Mansfield
Barry Gordon
Margie
Morse

5511 Cypress
Cottage Lane
99 Salthouse Lane,
Kiawah Island 29455
275 Doral Open

Lynn
DONNER
Jeff

100 Marsh Elder
Court
Griffin

Heather F

Seabrook Island,
South Carolina

Eric Eubank

241 Eagle Point
Road

jbm5@comcast.net

I am totally opposed to this annexation which will negatively impact traffic,
safety, our land value, & the environment
I am adamantly opposed to annexation of Andell West.

barrygordon35@gmail.com
1msmorse@gmail.com

My husband and I are full-time residents. We are not in favor of an annexation
for this project. Please consider the people you represent as you move
forward with this project.
Completely against the proposed development.

Lrdonner@comcast.net
jgriffin@duquesne.com

I am against the residential portion of the plan. It will make the traffic very
bad.
I am very concerned that the continued development and increase in
population on Kiawah/Seabrook puts the existing population in peril
if residents quickly need to evacuate the islands--please put
additional pressure on developers to increase road capacity on Johns
Island as a non-negotiable requirement for any new development.
Thank you.
Eric.eubank@pamlicocapital.com
I am concerned about the proposed density of the residential component,
increasing traffic, building height, proximity to the parkway and the likely
environmental impact of the project as proposed. I am also concerned about
not having a voice at the table and trusting the county to look out for our best
interests.
We need a larger grocery store and additional restaurants and retail would be
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great. Some workforce housing would also be a positive for our community.

Charlane
faught

1801 long bend
drive seabrook sc

Charliefaught@aol.com

Cathy
Pumphrey

525 Bufflehead Drive

Cathyppumphrey@gmail.com

Cathy
Pumphrey

525 Bufflehead Drive

Cathyppumphrey@gmail.com

I have confidence that our elected officials and town staff can evaluate the
proposal, its impacts, benefits, etc. I also trust you to either negotiate a good
outcome for all stakeholders or deny the request once you have all of the
information so please do not just walk away from the conversation with the
owners of the property. The voices on iKiawah are not the only ones in our
community.
No no no. Too much too many too crowded. Our beautiful environmental
islands are getting too crowded. We have congestion as is on our roads. We
do not need any mote high density housing. Kiawah has closed their
governors club as is. This is no longer the lovely uncrowded area we all
Came to. Greed greed greed will destroy us. Please do not let greed get in
the way of protecting our islands enough is enough. Remember what
happened in Rome All
Roads lead to Rome making it overpopulated and destroyed. Do not do this to
Kiawah or seabrook. Enough Greed protect the environment Do not destroy it.
I’m disappointed in the process used to review this proposal. In my 10 years of
planning commission work I have seen lots of planned developments, which
typically come with drawings and proposals about what they want to do,
including the target audience for the project. The town council and planning
commission should demand information from the developer before any action
is taken. My impression from watching and listening is that this has already
been decided despite the lack of public information. Such an important
decision that will impact our community into the future deserves time and
good discussion, and integration of public opinion.
The questions I submitted prior to the Town Council hearing on the
annexation have gone unaddressed. What are the advantages for the town
and the developer for this annexation and planned development. It appears
that there continues to be a lack of vision for the development of the fresh
fields area, something which those of you in leadership are responsible for
developing with and on behalf of the community. Has the town studied the
financial and service impact of greatly increasing residents? Has the town
considered what their responsibility would be with an increased density to
address transportation in the area, and it’s impact on not just kiawah but also
our surrounding neighbors? Is the town coordinating with Charleston on these
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Cathy
Pumphrey

525 Bufflehead Drive

Cathyppumphrey@ gmail.com

Tripp Hays

1227 Pine Siskin Ct,
Kiawah Island, SC
29455

tripp.hays@gmail.com

Linda and
Henry DeWitt

153 Augusta
National

lrd1996@gmail.com

and other issues? Please prepare and share a document that addresses these
issues and shows how this is to be addressed.
Thank you for giving community members a way to record their questions and
concerns. Will the town council and planning commission see our responses?
Please find a way to share community input back with the community as well.
The TOKI should not annex this property and should oppose proposals to
Charleston County for rezoning this property to allow development other than
currently permitted. The proposed development is not in the best interest of
the residents of TOKI.
We are very concerned about the proposed annexation of the Andell West
property and oppose it based on information available at the present time.
This project, or any other new development in the Kiawah/Seabrook area
should be paused until a comprehensive study on traffic, the environmental
impact, and the impact on quality of life of the Kiawah Island/Johns Island
Community can be completed. There are many unanswered questions
regarding the nature and character of the proposed development and the
access to the Island and its amenities these residents will have. While we
recognize that development will inevitably occur (such as the already planned
senior housing and MUSC clinic), we feel strongly that Kiawah Island is at an
inflection point and is in danger of becoming something quite different from
the charming uncrowded place that we started coming to on vacation over 20
years ago. If development occurs, it should remain at the lower level currently
zoned and this area should not be incorporated into the island, unless the
Town can present reasons while this will benefit existing residents. The
Kiawah "master plan" seems to be repeatedly changed, with development
(sometimes at high density) in areas that were previously pristine natural
areas. While COVID 19 seems to have increased Kiawah's popularity, it has
also overtaxed the existing infrastructure and amenities. And now there are
additional threats it seems from outside the gates. Beachwalker Park is
already overcrowded, and adding another 1000+ residents using this as their
beach access will further strain this resource. As a non-resident property
owner, I pay significantly higher taxes than resident owners yet have no vote
on town matters. Adding potentially 1000 plus voters who do not have a long
term stake in the community further depletes the voice of those of us who
have invested in this special place, but one we see is increasingly fragile and
threatened by poorly planned over development. Sadly, while there are many
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F and S
ORourke

763 Curlew Ct

orourkeden@aol.com

Mollie
Maresco

100 Surfson Road

marescokiawah@gmail.com

benefits from Freshfields to residents of Kiawah, Seabrook, and Johns Island, it
was poorly planned with narrow streets and a woefully undersized grocery
store. Charleston County has been behind the curve in making sure that roads
and infrastructure are adequate to support development that has already
been approved. They seem to be recognizing this belatedly, but it will be
many years before this can be rectified. I am also concerned that the
proposed development is just the tip of the iceberg as there is adjacent land to
Andell West where a request to build out will undoubtedly follow. We only
have one way on and off of the island, and it is at risk of being choked with
traffic. Please pause this process until a full plan has been developed (that
includes a full build out of the projects that are already on the table) and a
carefully considered assessment of its impacts on traffic, the environment, and
quality of life can be made and properly vetted with community input. The
current timetable does not allow adequate time for a thorough and orderly
process.
We are very concerned about this development. There is so much missing
information in this request for rezoning/annexation/development. Traffic
studies, environmental impact, target market, wastewater runoff, etc. This
feels like the whole thing is being pushed through with many issues being
pushed under the rug. The infrastructure (roads, utilities etc) can hardly be
handled by what is currently on the island, but adding this many new
residents/cars etc. will create future problems. Additionally, whatever happens
here will be used for further development on the property across the road and
the other side of Freshfields. Someone mentioned that the apartments would
be 4 stories. Even housing on KI is not allowed to be that tall! Workers on the
islands could not afford the potential rent that these apartments would
require. We did not buy on this quiet island to have this kind of
commercial/residential pushed through. There needs to be a slower process
where residents have some say in this matter. The traffic is ridiculous
now....how much more can the residents of Kiawah take! If this is to be an
arrival experience to Kiawah, people might as well go to Hilton Head or Myrtle
Beach because that is what we will turn in to. Can we at least wait until the
roads leading to Seabrook/Kiawah are completed before this discussion is
started?
Definitely NOT in favor. Way too much development with no new roads.
Please leave some green unbuilt space!
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Anne Fulmer

1340 Sea Elder Dr

Affulmer@gmail.com

Gisela
Paulsen
Lisa Moyer
Carol Palmer

430 Estuary Lane

Paulsengiselaa@gmail.com

4664 Tennis Club
9 Trumpet Creeper
Lane Kiawah Island

Landrioli@hotmail.com
Cgypalmer@gmail.com

Mike
DiGiovanni

51 Cotton Hall
Kiawah Island SC
29455

mikedigi711@comcast.net

Laura
Schaible

126 Bufflehead
Drive. Kiawah Island
SC 29455

laschaible@gmail.com

Kiawah Island is already too busy. The roads, the parking lots, the island as a
whole cannot handle all these homes. The main gate is completely overloaded
as it is. Has anyone thought about where these 500 dwellings of people are
going to flock to? I am completely against this development. This will totally
change the quiet, remote feel of Kiawah.
I am against it.
Way too much being planned for this area. We don’t support this
I do not support the annexation. There are so many reasons why. A few
include: lack of infrastructure to support 500 housing units, the water and
sewage issues, the environmental impact, and future voting impacts.
“Anything which fundamentally changes the membership or boundaries of
Kiawah should occur with a referendum of all property owners. If this is not
already reflected in the governing laws, it needs to be changed. Under no
circumstances should 3 of 5 members of the town council be able to decide
something as overwhelmingly important as the issue before us.”
The current zoning under Charleston County already allows for a large
development on this property which will add significantly to the current traffic
issues. I can't imagine trying to evacuate the area now and fear what that
process would be like after all the (currently) planned development of the
area. I am also concerned about the environment and our infrastructure. The
Town is very concerned about what types of pesticides are used - well, what
will happen to our natural wildlife population/habitat if we continue to allow
over-development? If the property is annexed to the Town of Kiawah, A
PRECEDENT WILL HAVE BEEN SET. What burden(s) will be placed on our town?
Will we need to build a school? The Governor's Club is already over-crowded
and the Sandcastle Fitness Center, while lovely, is woefully small. The
Developer claims not to know 'the target audience" but I find that very strange
as the Developer is very successful and business savvy. A proposal of this
magnitude would have been well planned and studied prior to submission. It
also appears the Developer took their plan (or a similar plan) to the County
and the County turned it down. Isn't that the real reason they are seeking
annexation? The town was concerned about the landscape leading to the Gate
a few years ago and recommended a land swap to preserve the property.
What will the proposed development look like when approaching Kiawah?
Shouldn't the Town be consistent? I am opposed to annexation to the Town
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Rosie
Dussault

163 Surfsong Rd

and I am opposed to a development of this size and nature.
The emphasis on expanded commercialism to accommodate all of this
construction…didn’t we buy here to escape all of that? I know my husband and
I did. I know my family appreciate the qualities of Kiawah as it is because it’s so
different from anywhere else!

paulrosie@aol.com

We are speaking out against annexation…and of building a complex with so
many units. The owners of the land didn’t buy it annexed. They knew what
they were getting. This annexation will overtax our environment, utilities,
infrastructure and amenities increase flooding issue and most of all impact the
river with all the wildlife that now thrive here.

Philip
MAncusiUngaro

13 Bufflehead Dr

PLEASE do not allow annexation. Once that decision is made there is no going
back!
I understand the project applicant has now changed their approach. I have
concerns moving forward if the applicant continues to use the parcels adjacent
to the parkway for the commercial development. The first issue relates to
property elevation. As with Freshfields, I would expect a significant amount of
fill will need to be placed on the property in order to develop it, which makes
any development that close to the Parkway difficult.

Pmancusi52@gmail.com

More importantly, I would think it would think the community would be better
served if the commercial area was adjacent to and contiguous to Freshfields.
Sharing the parking and allowing for walking from one development area to
the other would be better. Placing the new grocery store adjacent to the
existing one which I understand will be torn down for more parking makes the
most sense.

Robert
Barnett
Julie
Provenson

432 Snowy Egret
Lane
461 Vetch Court

I know the current annexation process has closed, but I think moving forward,
these concerns need to be addressed.
I support annexation because we would have more control of the project.

rjkbarnett@aol.com
jprovenson@gmail.com

Regarding the commercial development without the planned high density
housing: We are all aware of this doesn’t mean the housing proposal has gone
away entirely. We all know it’s going to come back in some form. Please be
aware that delaying the proposal is not going to change our minds about the
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Elizabeth
Hiers

4713 Tennis Club

lcavaroc@yahoo.com

Patrick
Brankin

416 Snowy Egret

Brankinpatrick3@gmail.com

Bob

Hatcher

bob@blhatcher.com

Dorothy
Lloyd

233 Sparrow Hawk
Road

Dorothylloyd@icloud.com

proposed high density if it should come across your desk again. We all need to
plan for the future of this island. You can’t think short-term. Before another
proposal comes across your desks, maybe it would be a good idea to figure out
what you want for Kiawah long-term. Instead of taking these things on a caseby-case basis, it would be best to have a long-term plan in place so that these
ridiculous, unacceptable proposals don’t come to you in the first place.
Our family opposes further large scale development like this on the island.
Should this proceed, we also would vote against these residents being part of
KICA. With the facilities crowded this summer (often finding it hard to find a
chair at the adult pool), an additional 500 households joining is concerning.
Please include me on any mailing lists/notices. As I understand the plans are
being revised, I reserve comment until submittal of the updated plans. Thank
you in advance.
I am primarily concerned primarily about traffic and noise. We are Inlet Cove
owners and all increased traffic to the public beach will pass by our gates.
There has been a noticable increase following building of the Timbers and this
will increase yet again after the Cape is completed. No one else on Kiawah or
Seabrook has to pay this same price regarding traffic. I am already envisioning
a future request to enlarge and/or add more parking somewhere along
Beachwalker Park road.Also there are likely to be requests to access the river
which will further increase the (steadily increasing) river traffic as well. Over
the years the river traffic has gone from canoes and kayaks to 24 ft center
consoles regularly tied up to the IC dock. I have put "no wake" signs along our
bulkhead but they are largely ignored. I have already had to repair the
bulkhead once.
Construction traffic and noise will terminate at some point but when the
Timbers, the Cape, and now this project are added together, it ends up being
years of increased noise and heavy vehicle traffic. Come and listen to the piling
pounder when the Cape project begins to get a feel for it. You can not only
hear this work but feel it as well.
I'd like to see the project scaled back with the understanding to new owners
that there will be no increase in beach parking and no additional local access
to the River. The Stono river has plenty of room and boat rentals available.
Thank you for this opportunity to comment.
I have concerns with increase traffic alone on the parkway and do not feel
anything outside of Kiawah island proper should be part of the Kiawah
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Kathleen
O'Connor

328 Moon Tide Lane,
Kiawah

kathleenoconnor6@gmail.com

Steve
Lineberger

42 Greensward,
Kiawah Island , SC
29455

SteveLineberger333@gmail.com

Phillip W.
Saccogna,
MD

577 Osyster Rake
Drive, Kiawah

ehns1@yahoo.com

township. As assessment of the current waste and utilities also would need to
be perform to determine impact and support if consider. Lastly, membership
should only be for Kiawah island property owners. With the new oceanfront
condos being build this certainly will increase the population across the island.
I recently built my home here to enjoy the peaceful surrounding.
I am whole-heartedly opposed to the development of the land for the Andell
West Planned Development. The residents of Kiawah have invested in
improvements to protect the fragile ecosystem of the island and this
development would further stress the environment. Impervious surface area
will increase resulting in more water run-off. The approved MUSC and
retirement facilities are already going to add more traffic to navigate the
round-about circle. Imagine what the impact of 500 residential units would
have on the traffic patterns. The current recreational amenities will be
overwhelmed with the addition of more residential units. I urge the Board to
vote against the annexation.
This volume of residential units (500) would destroy the unique beauty and
intimacy of Kiawah Island. And worsen an already debilitating imbalance of
residential to essential retail (drug store and grocery store) . My wife and I
could not disagree more with this use of the cited property. A retail only
development , if done tastefully with high quality retail , would be a much
more fitting use of the property.
I am against any residential component for the development because I do not
believe infrastructure can support a densely populated new housing
development at that location. I would reserve judgement on the commercial
aspect of the proposal until details are available as to what type of
commercial properties are being suggested. Additional quality shopping and
dining could be a positive addition to our community, but again, details are
needed. Also, traffic ingress and egress should be reviewed as well.
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chris Wiles <chwiles@gmail.com>
Thursday, September 9, 2021 2:59 PM
John Taylor
Annexation

Dear John,
After watching both meetings this week I see absolutely NO benefit to the residents of Kiawah to the annexation of
Andell West. Our biggest problems on Kiawah stem from overcrowding, which leads to excessive traffic and degradation
of the natural environment. The development of Andell West only contributes to this overcrowding, traffic, and
environmental degradation in addition to diluting the votes of Kiawah Island residents. The Town should join forces with
the Coastal Conservation League and fight this development, not embrace it.
Sincerely,
Chris Wiles
4583 Park Lake Dr

1

John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marilyn Scott <aruba23@aol.com>
Thursday, September 9, 2021 3:15 PM
John Taylor
Andell West

> We have been closely following the town council considerations regarding the development project, re-zoning
proposal and the Town of Kiawah annexation proposal associated with the development project. We have loved the
“concept” of Kiawah since the 1970s when a family member was involved in the original development of the Kiawah
Island Inn. We started vacationing here with our children in the 1980s and have owned our home on the Island since
2015. Needless to say, we and our children and grandchildren call this beautiful island home.
>
> At this point, we do not have sufficient information to determine whether this development project is a good idea or a
proposal that will destroy much that makes Kiawah special. We do, however, have questions that should generate the
sort of data we all need to properly consider the merits of the proposed development and annexation by the Town of
Kiawah.
>
> 1. Was this development proposal first presented to Charleston County? If so, was any decision reached by the
county regarding the proposed re-zoning. What was that decision and what concerns, if any, were expressed by the
County?
>
> 2. Will the comments posted on the online comment portal be freely shared with all town residents?
>
> 3. Has the Town or any other public authority requested a traffic study, an infrastructure assessment, an
environmental impact assessment, and a projected Town of Kiawah financial summary pertaining to the proposed
development project. If not, why not? If yes, when will these studies be completed and made available to
homeowners?
>
> 4. Has the Town considered holding off consideration of the project until such studies are in hand and shared with
residents of Kiawah? Would not an extended public comment period scheduled after such studies are in hand be useful
for the Town Council in its considerations and for residents of Kiawah interested in carefully assessing the impact of the
proposed project on our beautiful island?
>
> 5. Has the Town Council prepared a long-term strategic vision for the Town of Kiawah which gives appropriate
consideration to the brand value of Kiawah? If not, why not? If yes, how does this proposed project match up with that
vision, including the building of~500 apartments and the addition of ~2,000 new residents to the Island following the
proposed annexation? In short, how does the Town Council see Kiawah going forward?
>
> We believe that what we have asked for here is both modest and necessary before the Town of Kiawah even begins to
consider this proposal. Perhaps all of this information is already in hand, in which case Council members should quickly
make their considerations an “open book” for all Kiawah Island residents. Transparency requires nothing less. If Council
members do not believe such information should be produced and shared with Kiawah Island residents, that raises even
harder questions about whether our interests are being well-served by existing Council members.
> Unless the Kiawah Town Council proceeds in a thoughtful and transparent manner, this increasingly looks a bit like
“Alice Through the Looking Glass”….”first the verdict, then the trial”.
> Sincerely,
> Marilyn and David Scott
1

> 74 Otter Island

Sent from my iPhone

2

John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Amy <amylynnjansen@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 5:57 PM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Proposed annexation - NO

I own a home on Kiawah and strongly oppose this proposed annexation by Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC
as currently outlined. The road infrastructure cannot sustain any additional traffic. The existing grocery is beyond
capacity almost all of the time now. While some commercial development may be necessary in the future to fix the
grocery issue, this massive 500+ housing development is not the answer. The proposed residential development will
only clog the main road to the Beachwalker Park with beach goers that have nowhere to park.
The new addition of Seafields alone will result in additional congestion. Any proposed development in the Freshfields
area should be capped to prevent significant vertical development. R-4 zoning would only allow 328 homes according to
my calculations, and I'll guess that number would be far less when considering land, water, and road build out.
Do not allow this project to proceed as is.
We are younger property owners with children ages 6-16 who bought our home on Kiawah 2 years ago. But I honestly
would hesitate to buy now that I know more, especially with the way (over) development has proceeded in the area. I
have cautioned all who ask that Kiawah is no longer the quiet and protected natural retreat that it used to be when we
first visited in 2006. Little by little, open and natural areas are disappearing, large condos buildings are popping up near
the beach, beach access off of Beachwalker Park is now restricted, and traffic is consistently awful. Shops and
restaurants are over crowded. I'm not sure what the developers are trying to achieve, but Kiawah Island and its name
are declining.
Thanks for listening.
Amy Jansen
589 Oyster Rake
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mpcunniffe@aol.com
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 1:04 PM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Annexation Petition

Dear All,
I have read the mayor's announcement, and the Q&A, and I will be watching today's meeting via YouTube.
I believe there are serious concerns regarding this development and annexation request. First, I would beg you to delay
this meeting until further research is done. Particularly, it has been brought to my attention by a Kiawah resident that there
is a financial deal that should be struck with the developers of this property. Apparently, this deal should be agreed upon
before any agreements are made.
Further, and perhaps most important, are the serious ramifications a new development of this size does to an already
fragile environment, ecosystem, aesthetic, and infrastructure. I understand the developer has a right to build. But, I also
believe this build should be as small as possible, taking as small a footprint as possible, that there should be agreed upon
conservation easements written into a development plan, as well as LEED certified building AND future maintenance (for
instance, low phosphorus lawn care). We are living on a pile of sand. There is only so much a pile of sand can withstand.
There is also the aesthetic of Kiawah, its beauty, natural surroundings, remoteness: these are being whittled away at. It
should remain a place that is slightly inconvenient to get to because our care for the natural environment, limited people
and traffic are respected.
Has there been any thought of how a 500 home development with additional commercial space will impact our utilities?
Our water, our fire department and other emergency personnel? How it will impact Bohicket Road and that small traffic
circle? These are things the developer should be financially responsible for.
We are opposed to a 500 unit building with commercial use. We are opposed to annexation if it further taxes our small but
sturdy infrastructure. We are definitely opposed to an increase in assessments to accommodate this builder. We are
opposed to private beach access and use of the Sandcastle and other KICA amenities.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Melissa Cunniffe and Chris Bates
86 Surfscoter Lane
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

HOWARD BAKER <bakehg@comcast.net>
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 12:55 PM
John Labriola; John Moffitt; mcconnelly@kiawahisland.org; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett;
John Taylor; Stephanie Tillerson
Annexation Proposal

To Mayor Labriola and Council;
I am writing to voice my concerns regarding the much anticipated meeting today and the first reading
of the developer's application for the tract adjacent to Fresh Fields.
First, this potential development is to large and possibly impactful to the Kiawah Island Community
and greater lower Johns Island Community to rush the process.
Second, the start of the review and comments reading has been to hastily arranged and thus appears
on it's face to be preordained and thus the quick and rightful complaints to date.
Third, because of the first two points I have made above, this first reading should be tabled for 30
days to allow more time for interested parties as well as those of us holding a financial stake in the
Kiawah Community as Owners to review and properly form thoughts and input.
I believe it would be a grave error to move this process forward so quickly in many ways for the Town,
the developer and all those involved in the possible development. Finally, development is not
assured and therefore I trust the Town has not already taken such a position without proper due
process.
Respectfully,
Howard G Baker
435 Snowy Egret Lane
Kiawah Island
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Betsy Plattenburg <betsy.plattenburg@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 10:28 AM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
board@kica.us
500 apartments/vote NO to rezone

Town Council:
Announcing a massive redevelopment project on Friday afternoon of a 3 day holiday weekend and voting the Tuesday
after the holiday with NO community input or discussion is not fair to to property owners on Kiawah.
Adding high density high rise buildings will profoundly affect traffic and quality of life and should not be rushed.
Traffic studies should be conducted BEFORE voting on major development not after.
Please vote NO on rezoning & allow homeowners, who you represent, to be involved in a decision which will affect us
daily.
Thank you.
Betsy & George Plattenburg
Homeowners
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September 7, 2021
Town of Kiawah Island Council
4475 Betsy Kerrison Pkwy
Kiawah Island, SC, 29455
Dear Mayor Labriola and members of Kiawah Island Town Council,
The Coastal Conservation League is an environmental non-profit advocacy organization in
Charleston, South Carolina. We appreciate the opportunity to comment on the proposed
ordinance 2021-14; annexation of property TMS 205-00-00-356. The Conservation League is
opposed to the requested annexation of 82.14 acres from the existing R-4 Charleston County
zoning into PD.
An additional largescale mixed-use development adjacent Freshfields Village would place an
undue burden on the transportation infrastructure that is already a concern for so many along
Kiawah Island Parkway and Betsy Kerrison Parkway. The recent announcements of the MUSC
Sea Islands Medical Facility and the Seafields at Kiawah Island Senior Living Facility has
prompted a proposal for a a comprehensive traffic study on the same agenda as the annexation
in question. Approving the annexation to PD would open the door to allow for higher intensity
development- upwards of 500 dwelling units and additional commercial development.
The existing Charleston County zoning designation of R-4 would allow the developers to build
only at a density of four dwelling units per acre, totaling less than 300 dwelling units with no
commercial development.
Furthermore, the land in question at the southern end of Johns Island represents a fragile
ecosystem situated within salt marsh and critical area that protects coastal communities from
storms, erosion, and flooding while also filtering waterways of pollutants and providing critical
habitat for marine animals. With our current reality of warming oceans and increasing storms, it
is vital that we plan for marsh areas to be able to expand and migrate landward, especially
considering sea level rise projections for our area show water levels rising 2-4 feet by 2100.
The applicant has stated an intention to build a mixed-use development center that is “in
balance” with the existing Freshfields Village development. But more importantly, the vision
should be in balance with the nature and community of the area. Therefore, we respectfully urge
Town Council to deny the annexation request. If the Town should decide to approve the request,
we would strongly encourage Council to only allow for the same density, land use and
development regulations of the Charleston County R4 zoning.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration of these comments.
Respectfully,
Betsy La Force
Senior Project Manager
Coastal Conservation League
843.725.2063 – betsyl@scccl.org

John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

arec1@aol.com
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 9:08 AM
Stephanie Tillerson; John Labriola; mcconnelly@kiawahisland.org; John Moffitt; Scott
Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Annexation

I am writing to tell you of our STRONG OBJECTION to the possibility of the annexation of the land near Freshfields.
There is NO concession we can obtain from the developer that will make it worthwhile to give them access to our island.
Everyone talks about how crowded Kiawah is now, the lines at the 1st gate, the scenes of road rage they witness because
people are waiting too long to enter, how fast visitors and guests tear around the island above the speed limit and the
issues that causes for the wildlife and bikers. Also, how crowded the bike paths have become.... well, imagine this with
an additional 1,000-2,000 people gaining access to our island - if there are 500 units with 2 people per unit plus their
guests - usually 2-4 people, this is A LOT of extra traffic for every part of our little island.
The character will forever be changed.
Voting - you would give these owners the right to vote and determine the future of island in one fell swoop because we are
trying to contain development on John's Island. Better to NOT ALLOW annexation - let's face it, they want what we have.
Their development is worth so much less without annexation - let them build whatever they are going to build but KEEP
THEM OUT. fight them via the Charleston Planning board to ensure they have to adhere to traffic, environmental issues.
We cannot annex every new development on John's Island to preserve the land the way it is - all you have to do is look at
Maybank and River Rd to know that - but we can preserve Kiawah the way it is and that means not giving voting rights to
our island to people who don't live on it. Someone who buys a condo in a shopping center has a very different esthetic
than someone who buys a house on Kiawah.
Adele Hoffmeyer
8 Avocet Lane
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Leiman Andrea <drajlphd@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 8:54 AM
Scott Parker; Stephanie Tillerson; John Labriola; John Moffitt;
mcconnelly@kiawahisland.org; Dan Prickett
John Taylor
annexation

Dear Town of Kiawah Council: We are writing to express our extreme disapproval of any plans for the Town of Kiawah
to annex property currently off the island of Kiawah. There is no possible real benefit to those of us who live on Kiawah,
and there are numerous arguments for not annexing property. We want our voices heard prior to the initial
consideration at a meeting later today.
Sincerely,
Andrea and Paul Leiman
128 Blue Heron Pond Road
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pete Rubino <pjrubino52@gmail.com>
Tuesday, September 7, 2021 12:09 AM
John Taylor
Rezoning

September 6, 2021
Planning Manager Taylor,
I wanted to voice my objection as a concerned citizen of Johns Island to the annexation and rezoning request before
the Town of Kiawah that will greatly impact traffic on John Island.
The developer wants to annex property adjacent to Fresh Fields into the Town of Kiawah. The annexation would be
contingent upon obtaining a Planned Development (PD) zoning from the Town. The PD would rezone the property
to allow almost double the number of houses, from 289 now to 500 with the PD. This specific action has
significant ramifications with regards to traffic and other quality of life issues on the Sea Islands.
Further I am concerned that the precedent would be set for future annexations and rezoning of approximately 400
acres of highlands on three parcels surrounding Fresh Fields. If all of these parcels were, similarly rezoned there
would be an additional 1,168 houses permitted in the area. Given that ownership of each of these parcels has ties to
the developer, this is a highly likely outcome.
Even though it may be better for the Town of Kiawah to have local control over this development, it does not mean
the Town has to cede its control to the developer and permit more than the currently allowed 289 houses, and
eventually 1,168 more houses.
A strategic vision of the area around Fresh Fields is needed. For example, if there is higher density on one portion
of the aforementioned 400 acres then a portion of the remaining lands should be conserved with a conservation
easement to maintain the total number of houses to its current number. The easement, for example, would permit
only open-space uses, including for such activities as parking for future PGA events. Now is the time for the Town
of Kiawah to negotiate these agreements.

Please don't change the zoning on this parcel!
Concerned Citizen of Johns Island
Peter Rubino
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Blake Darché <blake.darche@gmail.com>
Monday, September 6, 2021 7:46 PM
John Labriola
Dan Prickett; John Moffitt; John Taylor; Maryanne Connelly; Scott Parker
Re: "Annexation Application by Haulover Creek Development Company"

I’d like to amend my comment based on the latest town communication.
I’m ok with the annexation and would like the town to hold the builder to R-4 density unless they agree to reduce total
“front doors” to 100.
My concern isn’t on them obtaining a Kiawah Zipcode, but on the density issue in particular.
Regards,
Blake
On Sun, Sep 5, 2021 at 13:34 John Labriola <jlabriola@kiawahisland.org> wrote:
Dear Mr. Darche,
Thank you for your comments. We greatly appreciate input from the community.
Sincerely,
John Labriola

From: Blake Darché <blake.darche@gmail.com>
Date: Sunday, September 5, 2021 at 10:53 AM
To: John Labriola <jlabriola@kiawahisland.org>, Maryanne Connelly <mconnelly@kiawahisland.org>, John
Moffitt <jmoffitt@kiawahisland.org>, Scott Parker <sparker@kiawahisland.org>, Dan Prickett
<dprickett@kiawahisland.org>, John Taylor <jtaylor@kiawahisland.org>
Subject: "Annexation Application by Haulover Creek Development Company"
To Whom It May Concern,

I own a home on Kiawah and strongly oppose this proposed annexation by Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC
as currently outlined. The road infrastructure cannot sustain any additional traffic. The existing grocery is beyond
capacity almost all of the time now. While some commercial development may be necessary in the future to fix the
grocery issue, this massive 500+ housing development is not the answer. The proposed residential development
will only clog the main road to the Beach Walker Park with beach goers that have nowhere to park.

1

The new addition of Seafields alone will result in additional congestion. Any proposed development in the Freshfields
area should be capped to prevent significant vertical development. R-4 zoning would only allow 328 homes according
to my calculations, and I'll guess that number would be far less when considering land, water, and road build out.

Do not allow this project to proceed as is.

Regards,
Blake Darche
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Linda S Geronilla PHD <lindageronilla@gmail.com>
Monday, September 6, 2021 7:16 PM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Haulover Creek Development

To Kiawah Town
Council,
9/5/21
I own 4981 Green Dolphin Way & 200 Sand Fiddler Ct. on Kiawah Island and strongly oppose the
proposed annexation by Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC as currently outlined.
The new addition of Seafields zoned at R-4 would allow 328 homes which will already result in
additional road congestion and tax the current road infrastructure.
.
Any proposed development in the Freshfields area should be capped to prevent significant vertical
development.
The existing grocery store is beyond capacity most all of the time now. While some commercial
development may be necessary in the future to fix the grocery store issue, this massive 500+ housing
development will only add to the problems that Kiawah already faces.
Please, do not allow this project to proceed as is.
Respectfully,
Linda Geronilla, Ph.D. 4981 Green Dolphin Way & 200 Sand Fiddler Ct, Kiawah Island, SC 29455
-Linda Geronilla, Ph.D.
726 Sonny Boy Lane,
Johns Island, SC 29455
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

STEVEN MAYER <mayer.s@verizon.net>
Monday, September 6, 2021 7:04 PM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Andell West Development and Annexation

I am a homeowner on Kiawah Island and have been coming here for over 20 years. I adamantly oppose the proposed
annexation and development by Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC of the Andell West area as proposed.
Traffic is already a serious problem around and on Kiawah Island, and traveling to and from Charleston has become
difficult. It will get significantly worse as Kiawah River and numerous other development projects currently underway
become realized. We do NOT need, nor can we handle additional residential development beyond what is already on
the drawing boards.
The existing grocery store, shops and restaurants in Freshfields Village are already overcrowded, there is traffic
congestion in the Village, parking areas are full and it is difficult to get a table for a meal without advance planning and
reservations. The very environment and amenities that we all enjoy are being threatened by excess, high density
development. A far better plan would be to use the land area for an expansion of commercial development at
Freshfields Village in support of the already burgeoning population at Kiawah Island, Seabrook Island and Kiawah River,
all of whom use, or will use the Freshfields commercial amenities.
I do not see how ANY additional residential development, particularly of the high density proposed, can be allowed in
this already congested corridor.
Sincerely,
Steven Mayer
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sherry Mayer <mayer.sherry@gmail.com>
Monday, September 6, 2021 6:20 PM
John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan Prickett; John Taylor
Vehemently Oppose Haulover Creek Proposed Annexation

"To Whom It May Concern,
I own a home on Kiawah Island and vehemently oppose this proposed annexation by Haulover Creek Development
Company, LLC. The road infrastructure cannot sustain any additional traffic. The existing grocery store is beyond
capacity almost all of the time now. While some commercial development may be necessary and possibly welcomed
in the future, this massive 500+ housing development is not the answer. The proposed residential development
will only clog the roads around the area and add to the current traffic congestion when traveling to and from
Johns Island and Charleston. Kiawah Island has become so overpopulated that roads, golf courses and
restaurants on Kiawah and in Freshfield Village are overcrowded, making it hard to enjoy the amenities without
weeks of planning and scheduling. Besides the Oak Point residential neighborhood, Kiawah River is nearing
the completion of its first construction phase, adding to the use of Freshfields Village.
I question how any future residential development can be allowed on this parcel of land at all.

Regards,
Sharon Mayer
--
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John Taylor
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Julie Provenson <jprovenson@gmail.com>
Monday, September 6, 2021 9:30 AM
Stephanie Tillerson; John Labriola; Maryanne Connelly; John Moffitt; Scott Parker; Dan
Prickett; John Taylor
Fwd: News | Message from Mayor Labriola Regarding Annexation Application by
Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC

In regards to this "idea" of annexation of land, I sincerely hope you ALL decide against this hideous idea.
I am not alone in the hopes that you all won't let our island down. Everyone that I've heard from agrees that this is a
terrible idea.
Please do not allow this to happen. It's opening a Pandora's Box that cannot be closed ever again.
Just the name of Kiawah invokes thoughts of pristine beaches, quiet roads, nature. You are losing this with adding more
annexations.
While I realize that this land will be developed eventually, we cannot allow Kiawah to lose it's "specialness" and "brand".
By continually allowing annexations into the Town of Kiawah, we are losing our uniqueness and yes, becoming like the
dreaded Hilton Head Island.
-We do not have the infrastructure to support this many new "units" of development.
-We do not want people who are not even ON Kiawah island to have a vote in our political/council/board matters.
-We do not want more traffic.
-We do not want more commercialization.
-We do not want land covered with pavement and our environment further impacted.
-We do not want more people flooding our beaches and allowed access onto the island on a daily/yearly basis.
-We do not want our "special place" to become just an ordinary place with condos and apartments lining our entrance.
-We do not want this at all.
Please don't let this happen. And if it MUST happen, please limit the density and number of people allowed to live in this
small section of Kiawah. 500 UNITS?? That's a lot and you can know that it will be at least 2-4 people per unit. Consider
the traffic, the congestion, the overpopulation of our once quiet beach. This will affect us all in a negative way. It will all
be gone as soon as this is approved.
Please. No.
Julie Provenson
461 Vetch Court
KIAWAH ISLAND
(yes, I actually live ON the island)

---------- Forwarded message --------From: Town of Kiawah Island <sbraswell@kiawahisland.org>
Date: Fri, Sep 3, 2021 at 2:14 PM
Subject: News | Message from Mayor Labriola Regarding Annexation Application by Haulover Creek Development
Company, LLC
To: <jprovenson@gmail.com>
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Message from Mayor Labriola
I wanted to take this opportunity to inform the community about a
proposal for annexation that is coming before Town Council at our
next meeting on Tuesday, September 7.
The property owner, Haulover Creek Development Company, LLC
(an affiliate of the Goodwin Family Holdings and Riverstone
Properties), has submitted a request to annex and rezone an
82.14-acre parcel of land contiguous to Freshfields Village and the
Kiawah Island Parkway right of way. The parcel is presently zoned
R-4, Residential within unincorporated Charleston County. The
property owner is requesting this parcel to be annexed into the
Town of Kiawah with a zoning designation of PD – Planning
Development.
The annexation process is a legal procedure where a property
owner may petition the Town to be incorporated into their municipal
boundaries when the property is contiguous to the existing town
limits. Annexation applications go before Town Council for
consideration.
Because the applicant is seeking Planned Development approval,
the Planned Development application process requires several
review steps. Because of this, the application will go before the
Planning Commission for consideration, and their
recommendations will be sent to Town Council.
The proposed planned development presents a mixed-use center in
balance with Freshfields Village, emphasizing community retail
sales/services and integrating residential uses that will expand
housing choices for permanent residents. The proposed conceptual
master plan presented to be phased over time includes a limit of
160,000 sq. ft. commercial and up to 500 residential dwelling units.
I encourage residents to participate and provide input by attending
the meetings, the public hearing, and the public workshop outlined
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below. Residents can view the Conceptual Brief for the Planned
Development application and a map of the property below.
Andell West PD Application: Conceptual Program Brief
Map of Andell West Parcel
Below is the schedule of meetings for the process:
Tuesday, September 7 at 2 pm
•

Annexation petition to Town Council (1st Reading)
• Meeting materials posted here

Wednesday, September 8 at 3 pm
•

Planning Commission Planned Development Workshop

Wednesday, October 6 at 3 pm
•

Planned Development (PD) Applications to Planning
Commission for Recommendation Consideration to the Town
Council

Tuesday, October 12 at 2 pm
•

Public Hearing and PD Application Review by Town Council
(1st Reading)

Tuesday, October 19 at 2 pm
•

*Annexation petition (2nd and final reading) and *PD
Application (2nd & final reading) by Town Council. *Requires
approval of Town Council 1st Reading

Sincerely,
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John Labriola
(843) 768-9166
www.kiawahisland.org
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Questions and issues raised in iKiawah community discussions
The following is an informal compilation of comments circulated among many property owners on the
iKiawah listserve prior to the Planning Commission meeting on September 8. The document is offered
to assist the Commission in appreciating the scope of Kiawah community views as of September 8.
Procedure
•

Concern about the rapidness of the process outlined in the mayor’s letter given the potential
material adverse impacts that this development will likely have on the Kiawah Island
community, and all surrounding communities and areas (including but not limited to Seabrook
Island, developments on Bohicket, John’s Island, etc.).

•

No consideration by Council of how the Developer’s project is to be harmonized with currently
planned developments in the area including those within Freshfields, the MUSC emergency
clinic, the senior housing project, and the other parcels that may be developed (not just the
current area being discussed). TOKI has not reported how these issues will be addressed. More
alarmingly, TOKI has not even indicated that it is giving consideration to these important factors
as part of TOKI’s review of the application.

•

Clarification of what can currently be developed by right on this property which is currently
Zoned as R-4 under the County’s Zoning regime.
Why is up-zoning the property to a PD designation in the best interest of the citizens of TOKI
especially given the fact that a PD designation would vastly increase the density of development
of the property?
What benefits will a PD designation provide TOKI and its citizens as well as those of the
surrounding areas.
What are the advantages of annexation to the Town and why is annexation in the best interest
of the Town’s citizens?
What are the advantages of annexation to the Developer and do those advantages outweigh the
benefits that will inure to the citizen and Town?
If the Town entertains the Developer’s application for annexation, what input can be expected
and accepted from surrounding areas that will be impacted? And how might this change the
decision?

•

•
•
•
•

•
•

•

What involvement will and should KICA have in understanding and participating in this
discussion and the Town’s decision?
Have any Council members or Planning Commission members had substantive conversation(s)
with annexation/PD applicant about the proposal either prior to or subsequent to the filing of
the annexation petition?
Has the Planning Director, any member of the Planning Commission, or member of the Council
had any substantive discussion with staff or members of the Charleston County Zoning and
Planning Department regarding the proposed annexation and/or planned development? Has
anyone representative of TOKI sought to ascertain whether the County might favorably consider
a variance to allow a high-density development adjacent to the Town and on what timeframe?

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

The annexation petition indicates that the annexation request is "contingent upon Zoning of the
Property as a planned development district by the Town Council of Kiawah Island to allow
development of the Property consistent with THE (emphasis added) PD Plan for the Property."
Was the referenced PD plan submitted in conjunction with the annexation petition? If so, was
that made publicly available at or prior to the Council meeting during which the Council
approved first reading of an ordinance approving annexation? If not, is it accurate to say that
the Council approved first reading of an ordinance approving annexation without having the
benefit of having reviewed the PD plan in advance?
Has the applicant subsequently submitted the PD plan for review and consideration in
conjunction with the Planning Commission Planned Development Workshop scheduled for 3p
today (Sep 8)?
If so, has the Planning Director determined that it is a full and complete application, containing
all the information required in Chapter 12 with regard to a planned development, e.g., impact
on existing facilities and services, a traffic study and a development schedule?
Has the Planning Director or Commission entered into a pre-application conference regarding
the planned development with applicant as appears to be required by Chapter 12? If so, when
did that occur? If not, has the pre-application conference been scheduled?
In the view of the Council or Planning Commission, would annexation and/or the planned
development be consistent with the 2015 Comprehensive Plan, or would it would require an
amendment thereto?
The procedures outlined in Town documents with regard to Comprehensive Plan amendments
or planned developments and zoning map amendments include the following actions, in order:
pre-application meeting; formal application submission; staff review and report completed;
public notice; planning commission review and recommendation; public hearing(s); Council first
reading; Council second reading? Is this process consistent with the process that the Council
stated would be followed at its Sep 7 meeting?
12-79 appears to provide for a "planning pause moratorium" during which a development
application may not be submitted subsequent to annexation. How does the process outlined by
the Council adhere to this requirement?
Have you (the applicant) made any request to Charleston County over the last 12 months
regarding this land, its use, its zoning, etc.?
If so, what were the requests, and how were they answered?
Would you (the applicant) please make available any and all documents regarding these
Charleston County requests (in the last 12 months) to the KI Planning Commission immediately,
and to anyone else interested (any KI or SI property owners or other interested parties)?
The Town received the development application last week – on September 2. Stunningly, the
application was put on the agenda for the very next Town meeting; the day after Labor Day.
And, put on the agenda not just for discussion purposes, but for action to be taken by the
Council - first reading (of the required two) of an Ordinance approving the proposed annexation
as in the best interests of the property owners and the Town. And, the first Planning
Commission meeting/workshop scheduled for the next day – tomorrow.

•

•

There is more. Just the one Planning Commission workshop tomorrow, then a
“recommendation” from the Planning Commission to the Council on October 6, exactly one
public hearing on October 12, and then wrapped up with a second reading and annexation on
October 19.
A less than six-week process for perhaps the most impactful action ever to be considered by the
Town. To be fair, the Mayor did subsequently offer that maybe it could actually be 60 or even
90 days before the final vote….

•

What is driving this? To be clear, nothing in the South Carolina Code of Laws (SC Sec. 5-3-10 et
seq., esp. 5-3-150(3)) or the Town municipal code or ordinances dictates this extraordinarily
rapid process. Indeed, there is no time frame specified at all. The Council could and should
have said, “fine, we’ve received the application, we’re providing notice of such to the
community, we’ll schedule as many public hearings as needed to ensure we receive full input
from the community regarding the proposed development, and then, maybe then, we’ll put the
annexation question on the Council’s agenda in December, or whatever/whenever…”

•

The Town is still awaiting completion of a traffic study that won’t be ready for a few months –
and that study was ostensibly focused on development trends that did not include the
Developer’s conceptual PD development proposal, and could not have contemplated 500+ new
residential units (~1000 new full-time residents) and effectively a second Freshfields. And, this
follows on a 150 page Housing Market Study report from just a year ago that was commissioned
by the Town, which provided a comprehensive market assessment of Kiawah compared to Sea
Island, Palmetto Bluff and Sea Pines. That report did not in any way suggest the need for rental
housing (and, you don’t have any at the other higher end communities); to the contrary, the
development would almost certainly undermine the unique Kiawah attributes noted in the
report.

•

Staying on process. Several questions were asked about the process at yesterday’s Council
meeting, and most went unanswered – by the Council and the Developer’s representative. The
Mayor and one other Council Member indicated that they had to start the process now – NO
that isn’t in fact true – and that they had to move right away to first reading of the annexation
ordinance in order to get the Planning Commission involved – to give it “standing” to review the
application. Town counsel didn’t respond, and perhaps I’m missing something in the Town Code
or Ordinances, but doesn’t appear to be any such concept anywhere in the laws and regulations.
Actually, the Council could have received the application and then asked the Planning
Commission to review it (and the Planning Commission in turn requiring the applicant to provide
full details of the planned development, including market assessment, traffic assessment,
environment impact analysis, etc.) without having drafted an Ordinance, let alone taking the
first step in approving same.

•

There was an assertion made that the applicant wouldn’t provide details of the project unless
the Council formally commenced the annexation process. Sure. To be absolutely crystal clear,
the Developer WANTS annexation to avoid (i) re-zoning the property or (ii) seeking a variance
through Charleston County Planning to enable the “densification” of development desired that

•

would not be permitted under the property’s R-4 CC zoning classification. The Developer clearly
wants the Kiawah Island designation/address for marketing purposes. The Developer
wants/needs a zoning variance. The Developer wants to deal with the Town rather than the
County (not just with regard to the initial development, but going forward). All of which means
that the Town has leverage and should dictate the tempo, not the Developer, the Mayor or
Council. But, that clearly isn’t what is happening.
The other reason given for annexation, wholly apart from timing considerations, is that the
Developer will simply go to the County and we/the Town wouldn’t have any input (the Mayor
actually said that). Currently, the property is zoned R-4, which means that the developer could
build 200 some detached single-family dwellings – no apartments, no townhomes, and no
commercial development. Maybe the County would end up granting a variance, but given
current County concerns about the road infrastructure on Johns Island, and slow place of road
improvement projects, does anyone expect a variance would be granted any time soon. In any
event, the Town, owners, and other stakeholders would have ample opportunity for input with
the County and could easily forestall the granting of a variance or a rezoning.

•

The discussion allowed at the Town meeting was clearly inadequate. On a matter of
extraordinary importance to all, the Mayor kept trying to cut off questions, which is not
consistent with TOKI’s legal obligation to carefully consider in an unbiased manner how the
annexation would benefit the Township and its residents. The entire relevant portion of the
meeting lasted about 50 minutes. Then, on a unanimous vote without discussion, the Council
approved first reading of the annexation ordinance.

•

Annexation involving the current planned development would mean adding ~1000 full time
residents to the community (>50%), that same number added to the voter base, most of whom
would have very different interests and potential needs for public services and amenities, and
dilution of the unique Kiawah Island brand trumpeted in KP and KIRE marketing materials and
discussed in the HR&A market assessment prepared for the Town. Clearly, this impact is not
beneficial to the residents of TOKI

•

The Developer has made its application for Annexation CONDITIONED on the zoning of the
property with a PD zoning designation. Such a condition is neither legal nor is it enforceable —
the condition will effectively be an abrogation of TOKI’s and the Commission’s obligation owed
to all of us to exercise their powers in an unbiased manner that allows for community input.
The Mayor stated that the Planning Commission had authority to change the proposed onemonth schedule for the second reading. Will the Planning Commission exercise this authority to
answer all questions and afford all parties opportunity for input into the plan?

•

Documentation
•

Kiawah might want to insist on a full environmental review to be completed prior to the decision
on annexation.

•

•

•

•

Will the developer provide the standard documentation for this kind of land use request
(ownership disclosure, surveys, environmental assessment, etc.) to the Commission? At the
least, the Commission should have the documentation that Charleston County requires.
A “holistic” understanding of future development is required.
- - What is the developer is going to do with its remaining undeveloped property in that area.
They own 300 acres bordering Freshfields stretching from KI Parkway to SI Parkway and down to
the equestrian center. They are asking that 84 acres of these 300 acres be annexed. They also
own some 200 acres on the other side of KI Parkway. What exactly do they plan to do with all of
this land? Can we expect more building and annexation and rezoning requests?
-- The traffic study that TOKI has previously commissioned will not be available for 4 months,
potentially well after the Planning Committee is scheduled to rule on the proposed
Annexation!!!
-- The developer confirmed that they have not to date pursued an environmental review of the
property!!!
As most everyone has commented that development on or near Kiawah requires a “holistic”
point of view, isn’t the County in a better position than TOKI to make that assessment as the
impact from planned development (including but not limited to traffic) will largely come from
development along Main Road, i.e. outside the purview of TOKI?
In most developing areas, the construction development often takes place before the
infrastructure needed to support it is in place (roads, schools, etc.), which creates all sorts of
issues. As Kiawah Island and the immediate area grows, the need for 4-lane road expansion is
critically needed past the River Road and Main Road intersection (River Road seems the most
practical). Understanding some of the environmental concerns of expanding roads to 4-Lane
(live oak trees, etc.), I believe the additional development in the area should be very limited
until the needed infrastructure is in place, which would then force the developers to help lead
the charge to get the much needed road expansion in place before adding these major
development proposals. Seems a detailed, long-term plan is needed.

Substance of the plan
•

A proposed framework for the Commission to consider:

1. We don't have to see it., ie, the existing landscape buffer will not only remain but be
enhanced with only limited access signage allowed. (eg.: "Haulover Village" and "Trader Joes"*). The
only way we'll be aware of what's on the other side of the buffer is if we're going there to shop or live.
(County would not require or care about this).
2. We don't get impacted by it,. ie the development needs to have its own amenity package for
its own residents, including courts, playground, fields, a stage and pool and provide shuttles for
employees to hotel, golf facilities and to Beachwalker Park on weekends (County would not require this
either).
3. We don't get impeded by it,. ie, to access Haulover and the property across the Kiawah Island
Parkway, there needs to be a smaller scaled roundabout with only the one access ever allowed on either
side for the entire Parkway. There should also be pedestrian connection from Haulover Village to

Freshfields. (County planning would probably approve plans without limited access, and after the first
accident, would require a stop light).
4. We don't get killed by it., ie, the bike path will go under the new access (and across the
Parkway before any future plan is considered there) by lowering the path 3' and raising the roundabout
access 5'. The tunnel could be constructed with two 20' long x 10' wide x 8' tall precast concrete tunnels.
(Nope, County wouldn't require this either).
5. We don't get stunned by it again., ie, so the Community can better plan for and be able to
digest future development, the Developer should disclose how he plans on developing whatever
property he holds in that area, and that property will be limited to that use, density and access in the
future by him and any future owner. This same theory should be applied to any other developers on
Kiawah, like the Kiawah Partners. (Finally, another benefit to Considering annexation the County would
NOT require).
▪

•

•

•

Environmental considerations are key:
-- Green construction and maintenance requirements as well as conservation easements
required.
-- Full compliance, not “substantial” compliance with all applicable environmental and land use
and other regulations.
-- One concern that I have that has not already been mentioned is stormwater runoff into the
Kiawah River. There have already been water pollution issues caused by the development of
Freshfields Village, and this development will compound them exponentially. Those of us who
delight in our healthy population of dolphins will find that they do not prosper when their river
becomes compromised by runoff.
In most developing areas, the construction development often takes place before the
infrastructure needed to support it is in place (roads, schools, etc.), which creates all sorts of
issues. As Kiawah Island and the immediate area grows, the need for 4-lane road expansion is
critically needed past the River Road and Main Road intersection (River Road seems the most
practical). Understanding some of the environmental concerns of expanding roads to 4-Lane
(live oak trees, etc.), I believe the additional development in the area should be very limited
until the needed infrastructure is in place, which would then force the developers to help lead
the charge to get the much needed road expansion in place before adding these major
development proposals. Seems a detailed, long-term plan is needed.
What will be the status of the renters/property owners for Andell West? Will they vote for
Mayor? How do they access the Island? If they are granted access to the beach or the river,
where will they park? Will they have access to the Sandcastle and other amenities? Will they
have access to KICA funds and procedures? Is there a long-term plan for allocation of financial
resources?
What is the target market? If you look at the conceptual plan, a fairly garden-variety apartment
complex is being proposed. Over 90% of the housing is either apartments or small apartment
like condos. Significantly, the Developer is not only trying to change the zoning from detached
single family homes (R-4) to multi-family (R-3) but it is trying to increase
substantially the density of that even more dense category. This is consistent with the need to
house a workforce. Land is pricey in and around Kiawah so the only way to reduce the price
point of the apartments is to have a lot of them stacked on top of each other to control building

•

costs. The units being built do not appear to be intended to attract new long-term Kiawah
“residents” lured by the Kiawah name as much as they are to break the R-4 detached single
family dwelling designation and open the door to a precedent for multi-family in and around
Freshfields. As the new senior facility and medical center advance, the demand for such housing
only will grow. Safe bet: more multi-family on Kiawah will follow if this zoning change happens.
For a developer, the key to keeping the rental price low is to build a lot of units in as little space
as possible. That is exactly what this Developer is trying to accomplish. After getting rid of the
R-4 single family detached housing, it wants to blow by the multi-family R-3 restrictions. Some
examples:
— R-3 allows a maximum of 2 stories and 40 feet in height. The Developer’s plan proposes to
change that to 4 stories and 55 feet.
— R-3 has setbacks, minimum lot lines and the like. The Developer proposes to reduce all those
thresholds. For the townhomes, it wants to go to a zero lot line ie attached townhomes,
otherwise not permissible in the R-3 zoning category.
— For a duplex, the R-3 category limits the number of dwelling units to four per building. The
Developer wants to increase that number to 24, if I read the application correctly.

•

These changes are all intended to pack more units onto the land. Indeed, there is no green
space per se in the conceptual plan, just buildings. Again, consistent with a service
area. Fortunately, it appears the parking for the units will be underground, which is why you see
no parking spots in the plan documents.

•

How will the Commission evaluate the proposal in the context of the additional development we
know of? It includes:
-- 160,000 sq. ft. is more new retail than what currently exists at Freshfields Village, to say
nothing of 500+ new residential units (Freshfields Village is about 200,000 sq. ft. in total, not
including the Andell Inn, and about 150,000 sq. ft. of that is considered retail). To build just a
new Harris-Teeter, which many of us think is a good idea, would require them to get approval
for about 50,000-60,000 sq. ft. of new commercial development (not 160,000 sq. ft.). As an
example, the new Harris-Teeter on Folly Road is about 60,000 sq. ft., and the current HarrisTeeter in Freshfields Village is closer to 30,000 sq. ft.
-- This is on top of the Kiawah Life Plan Village (Seafields) that is already approved and will break
ground in 1-2 weeks. Kiawah Life Plan Village/Seafields will be located across the lake from the
Andell Inn, and when it is done, will have ~100 residentials units (and also be larger than the
current Freshfields Village).
-- And this is on top of the Kiawah River Development, on the lower part of Johns Island, literally
right across the Kiawah River from The River Course. Kiawah River is also approved and in the
process of being built, with a new hotel, some more retail, a club called the "The Spring House"
(maybe the largest structure on/near Kiawah and Seabrook Islands with the exception of The
Sanctuary), and 2,000+ acres of homes and condos (and apartments?). Just so we all
understand, like Seafields, Kiawah River has been approved and is being built now (in fact 30+
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•

•
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homes are already built, another 20+ homes are under construction, many of the roads have
been built, and the new Spring House is almost completed).
So what this group has to decide is what do we want in the next few years for the land in and
around Freshfields Village, and near/on Kiawah and Seabrook Islands?
1. ~100 new residential units (Seafields, already approved and moving)?
2. Kiawah River, 2,000 acres of new development (already approved and moving)?
3. 500+ new residential units (being proposed as part of Andell West)?

4. 160,000 sq. ft. of new shopping center (more than doubling the size of Freshfields Village)
Being proposed as part of Andell West?
5. Another hotel or two (one already approved, the other being discussed, but no firm plans
yet)?
6. More restaurants, more shopping, more traffic ... with no firm plans to update/enhance our
infrastructure, including the road(s) to and from Kiawah and Seabrook?
•

And potential new development at the Vandehorst estate, as well as planned renovations to
Harris Teeter.

•

In terms of quality of life, concerns about over-taxation of the Sandcastle and other island
“amenities” including golf and tennis, restaurants.

•

Traffic on Bohicket, not limited to residents but service vehicles as well. In particular, the impact
of this concentrated development on access to emergency services must be evaluated,
particularly in light of the hazard already experienced because of congestion.

•

The ever-changing view, feel, and appearance of Kiawah Island

•

Global warming and the effects overdevelopment have on the environment…is there a
commitment to green building? Solar? Has the impact of climate change on transportation
planning been evaluated?

•

Concern about the growing number of people inhabiting a small island (and its proposed
additional off-island population). There is concern about the dilution of voting as off-island
voters overwhelm on-island voters, with considerable variation in views on environmental
protection, habitat protection, allocation of financial resources, acceptance of additional dense
growth.

Who are the stakeholders?
•

How will the comments made by parties outside Kiawah Island be solicited and incorporated?
At a minimum, those parties include Cassique, Kiawah River Estates, Seabrook Island,
Freshfields, and Johns Island and all affected stakeholders.

•

Is the Commission willing to be advised by an advisory group of Kiawah Island (and beyond)
experts including real estate developers and marketers, planners, environmental experts, safety
experts, transportation planning experts, etc.? This will impact timing but makes use of
expertise.

•

Who is expected to live in the new development? What percentage are anticipated to be
people who work in the area? There appears to be a bit of a disconnect between the
developers’ statements about understanding current market conditions and their discussion of
renting units to Kiawah Island employees and contractors. How does this align with the Kiawah
“short term lease” requirements?

•

Seasoned developers always engage community stakeholders before a project is submitted for
planning and approval. In fact, many Zoning/Planning Commissions in the Northeast frequently
require zoning applicants to engage impacted communities/neighbors through collaborative
meetings with the same before Commissions will even entertain a proposed project application.
The current compressed timeline is totally unacceptable.

